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Abstract 
The Buchans mine closed in 1984 after 57 years of 
operation. Several orebodies, including Lucky Strike, Oriental, 
Old 3uchans, Rothermere and MacLean, produced 16,196,876 tonnes 
of ore with an average grade of 14 .51 ~ Zn, 7.56 ~ Pb, 1.33 ~ Cu, 
12 6 grams / tonne .il..g and 1. 37 grams/tonne Au. Copper 
, chalcopyrite ) , lead tgalena J and Zinc (sphalerite ) concentrates 
were shipped frcm the of Botwood. The baritic, 
p ,;::;l:_,1P.etallic ::>rebcdies were Canada's highest grade volcanogenic 
~assive sulphide deposits. 
To determine the impact that mining activities i n and 
a.rcur~j :te Bt.!char!s ::::·nununi t~ .. ~!ad O!"l the watersheds of the area, 
six 
-- 1 .. ~,... :.. a r. _ .. l 
sediment cores were collected. Four of these were 
in Red Indian Lake and two were taken in Buchans Lake, 
a l so named Sandy Lake. All cores were extracted with a K.B. 
Gravity Lake Sediment Corer and due to the water depth in Red 
Indian Lake, a Deep Water Operating Kit had to be used as an 
attachment. 
To determine the availability of the heavy metals to the 
environment that mi ght be caused by subtle changes of pH or Eh, 
this study ut il ized a four step sequential extraction procedure. 
The four discrete operationally defined fractions that were 
measured were as follows: (I) Exchangeable/Carbonate, (II) Fe/Mn 
Ill 
Oxide, ( I I I l Organic/ Sulphide, and {IV) Silicate. 
Each core was sectioned into two centimetre intervals 
and total concentrations were measured on 29 elements, including 
Cu, Pb and Zn, em all dry sediment intervals by inductively 
coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy t iCP-OES) using 
HCl/HF/ HCl.O; digestion. Furthermore, select base metals (Cu, Pb 
and Zn l were analysed on the 'wet' and 'dry' samples extracted 
from lake sediment core RIL2B using the four step sequential 
extraction procedure to determine the degree to which the 
various metals reported to the different phase fractions. 
The total element analysis on all cores showed 
significant e:1hancement ir. base metals in the upper sediment 
inten:als, particularly in Red Indian Lake, where the 
concentrations cf copper, l ead and zinc were reported as high as 
421 0 ppm, 2993 ppm and 12,57 6 ppm, (dry weight/ respectively. 
The results fer - ~ , O-'-""- duplicate samples showed excellent 
correlation demonstrating a high degree of reproducibility. The 
agreement between the results obtained from the standard 
reference materials (L!<SD 1-4 ) and the 'certified' published 
results also demonstrated a high degree of reliability. 
The sequential extraction analyses on the 'wet' and 
'dry' sediment intervals from lake sediment core RIL28 showed 
that a significant amount of ccpper, lead and zinc reported to 
the Excha ngeable / Carbonate phase with the highest values 
IV 
measured as 715 ppm, 2070 ppm and 26/5 ppm respectively. It was 
also demons~rated that sediment drying appears to have a 
significant redistribution effect on the amount of metal 
reporting to the different phases. Drying of the sediment 
appears to increase the amount of Cu and slightly decreases the 
arncunt of Pb and Zn reporting to the Exchangeable /Carbonate 
p=-:ase. T~e reproducibili:y and reliability of the sequential 
extraction procedure was demonstrated from the analyses of the 
standard reference ore MP-lA. 
In conclusion, the upper lake sediments in Red Indian 
!...ake ar.d Buchans :.a~:e are heavily contaminated with base metals, 
wit~ ~he most pronounced effects occurr i ng in Red Indian Lake. 
Furthermore, as demonstrated from the high concentrations of Cu, 
Pb and Zn that report to the first phase of the four step 
sequer,~lal extraction procedure, a significant amount of the 
~etals in the lake sediments of Red Indian Lake are potentially 
available fer release t .:J the environment wi t h moderate increases 
in acidity. The sediments have incorporated a considerable 
burden ::f pollutar.ts and a significant portion of the lake 
sediments from Red Indian Lake could be considered as hazardous 
waste. However, since the mine closure, the lake sediments 
appear to be showing reduced levels of pol l utants. Proper site 
remediation i s essential for lake sediment recovery. 
v 
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Chapter 1 
1.1 Introduction 
The s tud~i area t Fig 1. 1) is located near the town of 
Buchans deep 1n the interior of the island portion of 
Newfoundland near a river first called Sandy River and later 
renamed Buchans River. Buchans Lake discharges into Red Indian 
Lake via Buchans River. Red Indian Lake is a large, deep lake 
that discharges to the sea via the Exploits River. It is 
accessible bf" paved road (Route 370 ! which connects to the 
Tra:J.s-Car.ada :-ii ·.;Jh\vay rrear the community of Badger. 
The Buchans area is characterized by gently rolling 
bcgq:.; l ::::Hlar-,ds , lew rounded pea~:s and ridges, and numerous 
ponds. Vegetation varies from near tundra at higher levels to 
heavy spruce forest in protected areas. Outcrop is generally 
limited to topographic highs and to river channels. 
1.2 History of Mining 
Base metal sulphides had first been discovered on the 
shores of Buchans River in 1905 by a Micmac Indian named Matty 
Mitchell. Matty carried out seasonal prospect ing for the Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Company Limited between the years 1904-
1906 . I t is said that at the end of the 1906 season, he was 
paid a bonus of $2.50, the equivalent of a barrel of flour, for 
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Figure 1.1 Map of Newfoundland indicating the 'Study Area' 
... 
_, 
disc::::ver:i deposit in 1905 (Neary, 
2.9Sl 
!:-.e ::::rigi.:rla:!.. disc:lve~:...: was made o::-J. Angle-Newfoundland 
The A.N.D. Company 
:;. :::: ~~- ::=: ~ i c e ~; f 2.. d . ::=: '.12. p a::-.::. ::=: ape r L i m i t: e d , a subs i d i a ~ :i o f 
:.t.-.:!-..:r~-._._. _____ _ developed a smal l 
l.e::d ar,d ::lnc s~.:.phides. Hcwever, 
... ... . ... 
::-, et:a~- '..: r;p .. ::a_ ~he fine grained su l phide 
a::emp:s at creating a pr::::ducing mine 
...;...: ;.:.:. ,_ .. ; -
~--~--._ __ and :~e pr::::spec: was closed dew~ in 1911 . 
::rs: tecame i~v::::l.ved wi:~ :he deposit in 1916 and by 1925 had 
ievel ::::ped a s~::::essf~ l selective flotation precess to treat the 
... ~ -­
--··-
ur.t.:.l :hat a process was 
devel :::: ped ::::: :rea: :~e cc pper ::::re . .:.r-. :.926 _ll_.s;._RCO entered intc 
a 5C ;ear ag~eemen : wi:~ the A.N.~. :ampany tc put the propert y 
: :::-.nes ne ~ da ~- and 
?~::::du::t..:. cn began l.n 1 9.28 at a rate of 500 
'-
-·' 
1930 :ne mi lling capaci ty was 
a ~ate of 1.250 tonnes per day. 
0 . . rlenta.:. No . 1 and Lucky Strike O~ebodies were 
disc::::ve~ed by res i stivity surveys carried out in 1926 under the 
super'l.·is i.:::::;. o f Har:.s I..undberg which represented the first 
su::cessfu2. appl ica:i.on c f geophj·s i cs in North ,P~.me~ica. The 
Ro:he~mere and MacLean ! formerly Rotherrnere #4 ) Orebodies were 
disc·o·,re!:"ed between 194-; and 1950 as a result of intensive 
dr~lling under the supe!:"visic~ of H.J. MacLean. E .• n.. Swanson 
i:eca:ne geo2.~gis: i!"l ; 0 c.. 1 - _,-- and was credited Y.Ji th the 
disc:very cf :~e Criental #2 O!:"ebody in 1953. Since then the 
sut-eccncrnic Clementine and Sandfill prospects have been 
d~sc-::·.-e=-ed but ava~latle :~n.:-,ages did not warrant production 
!he l:Jca:~cns of :he major ore deposits that 
, ,.., 
~ • .!.. • ~he annual mine production 
f=-:m :he i~d~7idual 3uchans mines is shown in Table 1.1. 
1.3 Geology 
1.3.1 Regional Geology 
!he 9uchans deposits occur in central Newfoundland at 
:he ncr:he=-n extension the North ~~.erican Appalach i an 
:he Buchans Group, which con:ains the Buchans 
·:iep:Jsi+:s, fc !""Ins of the Dunnage Zone of central 
New·f ·: u:: :il a!"'~·j, a deformed vclcano-sedimentary terrane which 
reccrds :he opening and subsequent closure of the lower 
?alec:ci.c Iapetus Ccea.:-, ;Wi.!.liams , 1978; 1979 ) . 
The available stratigraphic and geochemical data 
sL:gges: :r.at the Central Volcanic Belt of Newfoundland is an 
C!:":::iovicia.:-,-Si lurian island arc complex built upon Cambro-
Crdavician oceanic crust. Island arc volcanism occurred in two 
distinct phases: l l a Lower tc Middle Ordovician (pre-
5 
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Figure 1.2 Ore deposits of the Buchans area 
6 
':'able l.l k .. n ual !-1i:--.e ?r::ductic:n - Tc ta l and Individu al Bu chans 
Mir ..es ; To r .. s 1 , '. Nearl-'·, 1921, updat ed by G. Neary· ! 
Year Total Luck~- Oriental Old Rothermrre Maclean 
f----.:..(;.;:i\: -U . ..:.rt.:cfi,.::oes.::=) _ _ ........;~tr~ ___ _ _ _,8"-"u=chans==- - - ----- - - ---t 
__ 19_:!_8 ____ 3_3._97-'4 _ __ ~3-=-3 ·:..:.9_74 ______ --- ------- --------··-
1-- .01. 9:...::!:o.9 __ _:_16=-:3:_··.:..1 :1_4 ____ 1~l_:_11_4_ - --- - ---- - ----- - - ------i 
~?30 _ __ 188.:!99:_ ___ 1:..:8:.::8.::. !:o.99.cc _ ______ _ ____ __ __________ ~ 
1931 311..:!99 311..:!99 
193:! 438.:!l.S 438 . .:!l.S ~-------------------; 
1933 439.450 439.450 
_ _ _ ______ :....--- ---'- - ------ - -------------------------
1934 44:!..670 +C.670 ------ _ _ _ ___ _:.::: :..:_c_.. _ _ _ ___ ______ _ ___ _____ --1 
1935 448 .600 413 .905 34.695 
1936 433.000 305 . .:!94 1:!7.706 
--·- - - -- - - - ---- ---- - - --- - - ----- --- ---- ---· 
~ _..!..~F ____ 453 .70Q ___ ___]Q5_.:n5 __ 148.:.~~., _ _ ______ _ __ _ __ _ _ 
-- _19!~ - _:!5.9 .~ _ __ _300) 58 - · - 158.64:!._ - - - --- - - - ----- - - --
- - _1 ?3.9- - ~~8 .6~~ --- - _3 16.:.:£1}_ _ _ _ l5:! .:!5~- ---- --- --- --------- ----
1940 489 .000 330.143 158 .857 
-- -----·- - ---- -- ---- --- - --- - ·-- -- - - - -- -
1941 451.000 307 .066 143 .934 
- ------- -- - - · - - - - ------ -- - - --- ---- --- - · --
194.:! 3n.ooo :!50.0:!8 1:!1.97::! 
-- ----- ----- - ---- ---- - --- ----- - - --1 
1943 408 .000 l-59 .664 143.:!91 5 .045 
- -· --- -- - - -- - - --- -- -· ------ - ---- - -- - - - -- ----- --- ---
1944 405 .500 :!59 .530 143.307 2 .663 
--· --. . . . ... - --- -- - - - ·--- ... . ... - - -- - -- - ----'--'----- --------- --
1945 391.000 :!18.744 165 .414 6 .84:! 
- ---- -- - ---·----- --- - - -- - - ----- - - - - ·- -- -------- - --- ---
1946 384 .500 198 .137 175.557 10.806 
.. . .. -- - - - ---- .------ - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - ------- --- - --
___ 1_?4.2_ _ ___ 341 .~---- 170.69i __ 15.:!.~69 ___ _ 1_7_.64_· o _ ______ , _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
1948 319 .000 163 . .:!06 137.009 18.785 
·------· - ---- - - - - - --·----- - ---·- - -·'-- '----- ------- -- -
1949 334 .000 187.467 1:!7.006 19.527 
------ ------------- - ------~------- --
1950 3!8 .000 167.351 135 . .:!0.:! :!1 .568 3 .879 
1951 3! 4.000 165.785 ____ __c____::.._ _ _:.-'-'-"=----..:;;...;;..:...:.... _____ ~ 113 .59:! 15.6:!7 .:!8 996 
99 .897 :!.5 .09:! 60.099 
f-- _ _ 1953 346.000 1:!7.949 81.013 38.644 98.394 
---------~-----------~ 
76.93! 31.173 161 .777 r ·- 1954 __ 3~.ooo __ ~l!_--~-~'---~-~~-~~'----------
1955 291 .000 38.:!.:!9 67.81 s 141 1S4.81.:! 
101.433 .:!46.573 1956 366.000 17.994 
--·· _:._...::....:'-- --=-=-:~:.::..:=- -~.:....::....c:..__~.:..:...:.=-=- --------=-'-=::..c..=.-------t 
1957 371.000 16.095 
- ___:_c:..::._ _ -=.:..:..=::..::..- 115 .516 !39.389 
10.!.966 284.089 1958 389 .000 I. 945 
- ---- ----~'-----~~~-------~~~- ----~ 
106.111 :!52.006 1959 359.000 883 r---------~~'----------;_;:..:.~~-----------~~~----~~ 
1960 386.000 105.7!1 :!79.958 3!1 
1961 101.703 275.435 
79.544 200.5!8 
17.503 111.346 
40.875 89.992 
65.674 83. 109 
1966 355.000 49 .387 106.630 
1%7 378.000 44. 198 134.111 199.691 
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Table l.l .:..r.r.ua. l Mine ?!":-ductic.r. ; co:J.t' d l - ictal a.:1d Individual 
Buchans Hines : i' :""' .,...., c:: ' I • .......... .._. / : Nea:::-:_,·, 1981, updated by G. Neary l 
Year Total Luck~· Oriental Old Rotbmnrre MacLean 
_ __ __ _ IA_I_I l\_li_nes_I __ S_tn_·k~- ----·-----=-B.:-u_cb=ans=-----------1 
1968 378.000 31.168 137.954 108 .878 ·---------------------------------=-'-'-~--_::cc...:....:.----l 
____ _I_~? ____ _3_7_1_.()Q9 _ _ ____ __ __ _ ___ 36.8.Q? ________ __ _.:..:109.-'--'-'.8c..:..9.::..8 ___ _l:!_4_.-_"J2_ 
1970 359 .000 ------ ---------- - -- _ __ __ ___:1c..::.:0:! .171 :!56.7:!9 
1971 173 .000 45.011 1:!7.988 
- -- ·-··--·- ------ - - ·-·- ----------·-- - ·---- ·-------·'-=---'---
r--JJ~ ____ 1_91.:_ooo _ ____ 6_.75:! _ __ ____ _ _ _ ____ 78.360 :!05 .888 
____ _!_973 ___ j 1~<!_00 _____ 3:?_~-- - -----.. -----------=1-"7.~!Q._~:!.537 
1974 :!64.000 10. 79:! 59.1:!3 !84.085 
- - - ----- - ------ -- ---- ---- -- - - -----
1975 :!3:! .000 19. 77:! 44.404 - --------------~ 167.8:!4 
35.199 ___ _ 1:...:9_7..:_6 __ .=:!_.0:..8=..;·:..::.000.::..=..; _____ :!:!_.44_0 __ _ _________ __::..::...:._:...:..:__ 150.361 
1977 191.000 :!0.471 :!.716 :! 1.133 147.680 
5.869 164.011 
___  ! ?1_8 _ _ _;_O:!_.O_OQ_ __ _ 3_1_.~~-- _ ____ ------- .:..866::..::.... ___ ....::...:.::..::..:. ___ ...:...::.......:.~.:....:. 
1979 1:!5 .000 10.889 114. 111 
--------- ------ - ---· ··- ------- · ··- · ·------ ---- ---··- - -- --- - --- -------- -- -
1980 83.000 15.460 64.6:!0 
- ------ -- - -- ----- - - ---· - -------- - - ·- .. -- .. --- ·- ----·-- -·------
_ __ 198I __ __ 7!>.:_qog __ __ __ __ -· -- -- - _;2:87:! _______________ ___ __ ±8.1:!8 
198:! 
·- -- -------- · - ·- ---------- ___ .. ------- _____ , ______ _ - - ----- -· --
- _!983 _ _ _ :!_;!...:._~ -- - ---------- -- - 4..:~-!§ _____ _ _____ _ _ ____ _ 37.!_51_ 
1984 10:!.000 5 .667 96.333 
- ---- - - - -- --- ---- - - -----·--- -· _ .. _______________ ______ _ 
---- - .. - - --- - ----- --· - --- - -- --- ----·- --------------
Tons 17.854.000 6 .893.486 3 .717.:!44 :!17.135 3.508.:!:!6 3 .514.989 
- --- --- - - - .. --- - -- -- ---- - -- -- - --- · - -------- -- - --- - - - - ··- - -----
- ------·- - - --- --··- --- --- -- --- ----------·-----
Tom1es 16.196.863 6 .:!53 .660 3.37::!.:!:!4 196.981 3.18:!.607 3 .188 .74:! 
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Ca~adcc~a~ · ctase ~~ extensi7e subma~ine volcanism recognizable 
: pc:st Caradocian \ phase which is 
cta~ac:e~i:ed t; ccntrasting 70lcanic ~egirnes in th~ee distinct 
bei..:s i Kea~ .. e: a_: . , 
-;:l--~l'""":;=l 
------·--1 t ·asei 
lies tZ".e .-;estern edge of the 
:errar.e ce:-.. tral Newfoundland. 
- '-
t!-.e Topsails igneous 
sirr,.:..la~ities t:: Gl.c·.;er Fc·r rnat i::m 
. ' . h :g~ecus :e~~ane wn:c. 
::::u-~ ta7e tee~ :te s::u~ce cf g~anitoid clasts in the Buchans 
S~ -:up . Mcuntain Ccmplex and 
:te Buchans ~~:: up w~1cn is a maJC~ zane of dislocaticn is a l s o 
a l::gical bounda~; te:ween :ne dcminantly granitic, c~ystalline 
:e~~ane c! :te !::psai2.s tJ :he west and the dominant ly volcanic 
- ....... r.--. .-r-
·-- - .1. ·-C::.- ·-
the s ::u:h, 
:r 
Newfoundland to t he east. 
the Buchans Group is either in fault 
the Skidder Basalt. The 
Skidde~ Basalt '.-ias pre~:ic usly· thought to be a part of the 
3uchans Group 1 Thu~low and Swanson, 1981) but studies b y Pickett 
and 3arbcu~ ; :984 , and Pickett ( 1987 ) indicate that the Skidder 
Basalt has Ophiolitic affinities and , the~efore , should not be 
classified :n the Buchans Group. 
Tc the east , the Buchans Group structurally over l ies 
9 
the ~ewe~ :o Middle Ordovician Victori a Lake Group in the south 
a::d ~-1idj2..e to J~~er C~do ,;ici.an black shale and grey'\-Jacke in the 
_""'~.,...~n 
• l -• ~ . . , along a p~es~med high-angle reverse fault \Kean et al., 
1921; ':'hu~lcw, 192-1; r<ean and Svans, 1986 ) . This fault brings 
t~e 3uchans G~oup in contact with ~regressively younger rocks to 
:he north r. Kean er al., 1991 ) . The generalized geology of the 
a~ea is il lustrated 
+ 
i ... 
... . . rigure , < J.. • ..... • 
+ + + + • 
+ + +. + + 
+++Q+ +++ •• 
~ + r SftfUNGOAL£ 
GROUr7 
+ VOLCANICS 
VICTORIA LAKE GROUP 
N 
r 
0 10 
ktlo~ 
Figure l . 3 General geology of the Buchans area (Thurlow and 
Swanson , 1987 ) 
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1. 3. 2 The Buchans Group 
The s~chans Gr~up can be envi saged as a thrust belt 
c:mpcsed ::::: a ser~es of sheets separated by significan~ thrust 
~ s~mplified structural-
s~rat~grapt~:::: ~ap o f ~he 3uchans area is illus~rated in Figure 
..:.. . ""': . l~e s~ra:igra~hic seque~ces ~f the Buchans group consist 
::u:r- f::::r:nat~cns: S ar.d::· Lake Buchans River 
?:rr::at~~:-.; S!:i !-til.: F:rma:i:::r1; ar:d, Lundbe rg Hill Formation. 
~he 3~::::hans :::reb::::dies acc~r as part ~f the Buchans River 
?:r~a:i::::~ ~i:hi~ : w: :hr~st sheets; the ~ucky Strike sheet which 
r.cs:s :~e "':" 1'- 1~ •• 
--- r . .! Ro:hermere and MacLean c rebodies, and 
the s:r~:::::urall; hicrher J rier::al sheet, which hosts the Oriental 
:::rei: :::dies. :he 3uchans Gr::::up lies structurally above the 
·:ict::::ria :..ake Gr:::::..:p t?':ea:-, , 1.9""7-: ' and the ophiolitic S}:idder 
5 -- -' -0.~C~- Tr~e upper 
:he Suchans Gr:::up .;.s both an intrusive contact 
agai~st granites ~~ the Silurian Topsails Granite, or a fault 
::::::::-.:.tact a gains: s:ruc:urall:,.· ever lying p l utonic rocks of the 
Thurlow, 1981; Whelan and Currie , 
192"7 ; . 
The Lu:-,dberg H.:l2. Fo rmati on occupies a known surface 
ar1d subsurface area of more than 200 square kilometres and may 
rea ch a maxi:r.u.?'f\. thickness cf approximately 1 Jr.rn. Wi thin the 
bled:, the dominant: lithologies are rhyolitic 
W15000 W7500 
D Sandy Lake Formation 
Buchans River Formation 
Ski Hill Formation 
lii.ITIIIJ Lundberg Hill Formation 
Geological contacts 
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0 
(defined, approximate) •...... ____ _ 
Thrust fault ............................... ....... to............olto..... 
Bedding ........................................ __.)..-=-
Mine co-ordinates ......................... N5000 
Figure 
Buchans 
1.4 Simplified structural-stratigraphic 
Group (Thurlow and Swanson, 1987) 
N25000 
N20000 
N15000 
N10000 
NSOOO 
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py~-:c j_ as :i-: rod:s which are cl"'~aracr.:er i zed by prominent 5-l 0 rnm 
q~ar:: phe~ccrys:s and smaller zoned plagioclase crystals. In 
.::i-.er . . . ClOCKS, these felsic pyroclastic rocks are 
~~:e~bedded with s~baq~ecus, dominantly epiclastic, pyroclastic 
=~=·..,·s whi-::-~ g:::-ade -upv;ard :rom a base of pclylithic breccia 
:t:::-:::~;t p~=ice-:~s py~==lastic :::-ock into tuffaceous wacke, 
Rhyolite bodies containina 
-...,::. "l i 
.::> ••• --- qua:::-t: phencc:::-:;s ts, bedded tuff a ceo us 
sedirnen:a:::-j r:cks with m~l:ic:loured mudstone-chert and basaltic 
c:.2.2.::: ·...: .:.a...-a ~=--~its l:call:_.: f ·or::n important units within the 
·r:r.e - I , .:::: r: ;_ Eil2. F:r~ation c~nsists of a thick pile o f 
. . . 
r:· __ a..: t: ~ar~ green b:::-eccia, pyr:clas:ic ~ccks and pillow lava 
:: f i: as a -~- : :. c . . . . . :~ ances:t:c c:mpcs:tlon. It conformably overlies 
l:~cst flews ar,a fragments in breccias are 
ar,d vil th plagioclase and augite 
..... ~CJ,.r . .-. -.,...··c::::; C::: !-'··-··- _.._.:- -- . .Zl..:.'L:::·1ules fi.:..:ed v..·i ~h combinations of calcite, 
c!-,lo~i :e, p~ehni te and pumpell:_.;i te are typical throughout the 
Buchans Gr oup bu: :he Ski Hill Formation also contains abundant 
: .::1es dis: inct~ve elongate quartz-filled am:_igdu l es. 
Hematite 1s ~o t abundant except near the stratigraphic top of 
!~ the vicini:~ o f the Lucky Str ike and Oriental in 
situ c .:-ebodie s , a :one o f significant hy-drothermal alteration 
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otscures the contact between the Ski Hill and Buchans River 
formations. 
The Buchans River Formation hosts all of the major 
vclca~oge~ic sulphide arebodies of the Buchans Group. In the 
vicinity· of the orebodies, the maximum thickness is in the range 
o f 200 tc ..J OO m. In general, the formation consists of 
lc> .. :erm.ast quart=-pcor pumiceous p:.,;roclastic rocks, rhyolite and 
p;ri~ic siltstone, overlain by quarty-rich rhyolite and crystal-
vi~ric ~uff and the transported ore breccias. These are in turn 
cverlain by a thic~ sequence of felsic t~ff with local quartz 
and feldspar phyric rhyolite. In the vicinitj of Lucky Strike 
and :J rienta l orebodies, all units below the ore have been 
sil icif ied, chloritized and sericiti=ed extensively. 
The felsic tuff of the Suchans River Formation in the 
Oriental block 1s overlain conformably by both hematitic 
basaltic pi.llow lava pillow breccia and by arkosic 
volcaniclast ic conglomerate which form the base of the 
lithclogically complex Sandy Lake Formation. The arkosic 
conglomerate is matrix supported and mainly contains rounded 
rh:..;olite c·abbles with 5 to 10 mm quartz phenocrysts identical to 
those in the Lundberg Hil l Formation. Some interbedding near 
the contact between the two formations i s present as one lens of 
arkose occurs within t uffs of the Buchans River Formation. This 
lens of arkose, and that of the overlying Sandy Lake Formation 
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evidently were deri~ed frcrn a differen: source than the volcanic 
units of the ur.de:-l ::·ir.g Buchans ::\i ver F.:>rma t ion t Thurlow and 
1.3.3 Ore Deposits 
T!"',e Su::r.ar.s :::-es are high grade pcly-metallic massive 
s~lphiie deposits wi:~in ~he 3uchans River Formation tThurlow 
'I'!-.e Lud::i S t:- i J.:e ·::Jre !-tori :::on hosts the 
Lud::.- .3:r.:..::e, ?..cthe:-mere a'"'.a r-1acLean deposits. The Oriental Ore 
:::~:::::: :---.. ::s:s ::-ier.tal ar .. j c: l d B ...:c~.ar~s deposi.:s . 
::rebodies, three genetically 
.-o 1 :::-o.--1 ____ ~...._ ...... ::re s:::: d:wc r ~= ::re, in s.:.tu ore and 
.:·re. Stockwork 
low grade networks of 
":e.:..:-,let ar.G dissemi:-,a:ed t:ase ::netal sulphides wi tr.in highly 
silicified and l::::all; ::tlcritized host rocks. In situ ore lies 
st:-at igraphicallj ab::ve stockwork mineralizat ion and consists of 
thick high grade lenses conformable within the host pyroclastics 
and breccias. Transported ore consists of low to high grade 
accumula ticns .'Jf s ul phide and barite fragments which were 
from S ;r, 
- '-io..4 ore, -:ransported by density flows and 
deposited in pa leo::::pcgraphic depressions. In terms of economic 
l.rap::rtar:ce, 2-r. situ ar.Ld transported ore are of approximately 
equal significance and together have accounted for 98 ~ of 
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production . Large tonnages of sub- economic stockwork 
mineralization are present but only local zones attain ore 
grade . The distribution of the various ores is shown below in 
Figure 1 . 5 . 
• I 
{J' 
CltmnltM 
ProSpect 
t 
llltMttru 
f 
s-1111 
"''"''' 
Figure 1 . 5 Distribution of orebodies at Buchans . 
solid black; transported ore, stippled 
In situ ore, 
Tonnages , grades and mineral composition percentages 
of the Buchans ore deposits are listed in Table 1 . 2. Within the 
Lucky Strike Ore Horizon, the in situ Lucky Strike orebody was 
the highest grade and largest unit orebody of the Buchans 
deposits, with 5,555,485 tonnes mined at an average grade of 
1 . 63 % Cu, 8 . 61 % Pb and 18 . 42 % Zn . The transported Lucky Strike-
North orebody contained 620,510 tonnes grading 0 . 46 % Cu , 4 . 54 % 
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Table :.: !~~nages, 
Buchans Cre Deposits 
Grades a~d Mineral 
tThurlow a~d Swanson, 
Orebody Gross Cu' Pb' Zn1 Cp: 
Tonnage 
Lucky Strike Ore Horizon 
In Situ Ores 
- ---------- ------ - -- --
___ Lw.:~l Strike: Main .J .75!.373 1.67 8.4! 18.36 4.8 
---- - - - - --*·- ------ -
Lw.:h Strike:- Nc:w Yc:ar 803.11! 1.40 9.75 18.76 4.0 
- ---•--- - ------------ -- - -- -------
T~~~rt~_Qres __ __ _______ _ 
Lw.:h Strike: - North 6!0.510 0.46 .J.54 8.20 1.3 
---- ----------- --
Two Lc:vc:l 328.596 0.50 4.56 8.02 1.4 
·- ---· . ·- --- ----- --
Rothc:rmc:rc: #I 3.40!.000 1.15 7.73 12.68 3.3 
- - ------ - -- - ------------ --------
Rothc:rmc:rc: #! 195.615 1.44 7.65 13.73 4.2 
- - -------- --- ------·- ---- - ---- - ---·-
'Ma~:Lc:an 3.653.000 1.13 7.46 13 .50 3.3 
- - -------- --- - ------ ·-----
Oriental Ore Horizon 
In Situ Ores 
- - --- - - -- ---- - --- ------- - ------ ------ -
Oric:mal #1 2.738.664 1.71 8.47 15 .80 .J.9 
---------------- ---
Old Bu~:hans Eas1 133.353 1.65 7.57 14.27 .J .8 
------ ---- --
Old Bu~:hans W c:st 19.907 1.70 10.40 16.80 4.9 
-- ------ ·-·- - --- . -- -- --·- -·-· . - - - ----
Tra~~r!~.Qr._e_s ___ . ________ ___________ __ _ ____ _ ·--- -
Oric:mal #2 9!8.863 0.76 6.!0 9.41 "l ., 
- - ----- - -·--- -- ----- ------ ----- - -----· . 
f-Old Buchalt' Con!llomc:ratc: 7!.763 0.76 5.88 9.47 2.2 
·-- - --·-- .• ·~ - --·- - ---- -·--·- - - - - --------
Total In Situ Ores 8.447.409 1- - ---···- ---· 1.66 8.55 17.50 .-.8 
Total Tra~rte~_9res 9.20I.J.I6 1.04 7.12 12.20 3.0 
Total Gross Tonnage' 17 .6-&8. 756 1.33 7.81 I-'· 1-' 3.8 
?ercentage grade :Mill Headsl 
Percentages 
1981 ) 
of the 
Go: Sl: IY Bal 
9.7 27.4 14.0 !6 
---·-
11.3 28.0 7.4 26 
5.! 12.2 2.4 55 
5.3 1!.0 3.8 55 
--
8.9 18.9 6.0 31 __ 
8.8 20.5 9.5 30 
8.6 20.1 6.0 24 
------- -- ---
---
9.8 23.6 7.7 24 
8.7 21.2 15.1 24 
12.0 25 .0 7.7 24 
- --------
7.! 14.0 4.6 30 
--------
6.8 14.1 3.5 31 
9.8 26.0 1 "-" 25 
8.3 18.2 7.5 30 
9.0 22.0 8.2 28 
- Percentages cf major ore-bearing minerals (Cp- chalcopyrite, Gn-
galena, 51-sphalerite, Py-pyrite and Sa-barite) 
' Total milled to December 31, 1979 (updated values to mine 
closure not a vailable ! 
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Pb and 8.20 Zn. The transported Rcthermere and MacLean 
orebcdies contained 3,597,615 and 3,653,000 tonnes grading 1.16 ~ 
Cu, 7 . 72 ; Pb and 12.74 ; Zn and 1.13 ~ Cu, 7.46 ~ Pb and 13.50 ~ Zn, 
respec:i ·v-ely. 
Within the Oriental Ore Horizon, the in situ Oriental 
#1 crebody contained 2, 738,664 tonnes grading 1.71 ~ Cu, 8.47 ~ Pb 
and 15.80 Zn . The in situ Old Buchans orebody contained 
153,260 t:or.nes grading 1.65 . Cu , 7.57 :, Pb and 14.27 ~ Zn. The 
transpor ted Oriental #2 orebody contained 928,863 tonnes grading 
0 . I 6 . Cu , 6 . 2 Pb and 9. 41 : Zn. The transported Old Buchans 
orebody contained 12,763 tonnes grading 0.76 : Cu, 5.88 : Pb and 
9. 4 7 · Zn ( Thur lo~; and Swans on, 1981) . 
1.4 Present Study 
During t•!arch, 1995 a study was carried out in the 
Buchans area to determine the trace element speciation of l ake 
sediment cores in an area that had been affected by tailings 
disposal from previous mining. A map locat i ng Tailings Pond #1 
and Tailings Pond #2 is shown in Figure 1. 6. Both tailings 
ponds discharge into Simms Brook which flows into Buchans Brook 
approximately halfway between Buchans Lake and Red Indian Lake. 
Two ceres were obtained in Buchans Lake (BLlA, BLlB) 
to serve as useful background data as this lake is 'ups tream' 
~ 
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from the area affect ed by tailings discharge. However, airborne 
c::r..tami~a':icn from dust particles associated with overburden 
stripping, crushing procedures at the mill, and genera l mining 
ac':i·,.rities in the irrunediate vicinity· rna:_.: result i n s l ightly 
elevated base meta! concentrations in the upper sec t ions of the 
cares. :'here fore, i:: is important that each core should span 
b:th :te 'mining per~cd' and ~he 'pre-mining peri od' in order to 
aive a ~easure of !:cal ·~a:ural' background. 
!we duplicate l a%e sediment cores were obtained in the 
deep basi~ :f ?.ed Indian La t:e !RILlA, RILlB l approximately 
midway between where Buchans Ri ver flows into Red Indian Lake 
and where Red :ndian Lake discharges into the Exploits River. 
This site was chosen ~c determine the extent tailings discharge 
in':a :he lake had en c:ntarnina:icn of the lake sediments. 
: ur':l-.er:nc re, t ·..:a duplicate lake sedimer. t cores were 
obtained i:1 the deep bas in c f Red Indian Lake ( RIL2J.., RIL2B ) 
approximately 30 kilometres from where the first two cores were 
samp l ed towards where Lloyds River flows in t o Red Indian Lake. 
This site was selected tc determine the exten t of contaminat i on 
i n Red Indian Lake. The sampling locations of the six l ake 
sediment ce res are s hewn in Figure 1.7. The cering s i tes, their 
t!TH c-:JC rdir.a tes , water depth and core lengths are given in 
Appendix .::. . 
All lake sediment cores were sectioned i nto two 
20 
Figure 1.7 Map of Buchans Lake and Red Indian Lake indicating 
core sample site locations 
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=entirne:re i~~ervals. Total metal anal yses were conducted on 
all intervals of the six lake sediment cores. Furthermore the 
:::::ur-step sequent ial exr.:raction procedure "'Specia tio."1 of Heavy 
fo.-:e:a.2s i:-: Sc:i.ls a:-1d Se:i.i.me::ts: . .;.'1 . .':l.cccunt of the I mprovement 
a::d ?.a.:-mo::i::a:ic:: of Ex:raccic;; Techniques Undertak en under the 
of the European 
al., .:. 993 ) Nas carried our.: on one 
::l : t::e ..:..a!:e se::i.!.:nenr.: c ·ores .!.n Red I ndian Lake tRIL2B ) This 
pr::::cedure was carr.!.ed ::lut on r.:he l ake sediment i nterval s as s oon 
as t~e; were extruded !Wer.: ; , as we ll as after they were dr ied . 
:. ~ 1 anal:..:s is v:ere c::::nducted b~_.: the wr iter using a 
risons :!:::sr.:rc.:r:-.ents ~1axim III Inducti\•el :i Coupled Plasma 
.::::pti::al .Spectrcmer.:er \ ICP- OES l . The operating 
c :::: n:::..:.. t.:.. c r.s ar:d ::ie tect ion limits for the various elements are 
listed i:: Appen::iix 3. 
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Chapter 2: Trace Metal Speciation 
2.1 Definition 
Wher-, assess ing the environmental implications 
c:::-. ::a:ni :-,a ted ~a ke sedi.mer. ts, the to ::a.!. c::r,cen tr at ion of the 
==~s::i:~ent of interest i s nat :he most important factor. The 
am::u::-.t of :::e :::tal. t:·1at i.s easi l:_r· released to the envi r onment 
with ~:derate :~a~ges t: the acidity or oxidation potential of 
tte a~ua::i:: sys:e~ be ::::mes the mast important consideration for 
a:1d the ecos::.:stem . 
!he lab ile fraction refers to :he corti::n of the tota l 
t~at is easil:l mctili :e.j t.: :b~e en"'Ji!" ·:)~~rnent t-:l simple processes 
s uch as icn excha~ge, sl ight acidificat ion or changes in redox 
::::n.olt:.::n.s . !f :nos: cf a : cxic element of interest 1s tightly 
held wi:tin the crys t alline lattice structure , modera te changes 
Eh W ' 1 i .._ __ re lease and environmental damage will be 
mir:.imal. Simt=:l~.- t=:Ut , if there are two dist i nct s ystems and one 
system has twice :he total ccncer:.tration of a heavy metal as the 
a ther syste~ bu: only half of the total in ' labile ' fractions, 
tr:.e s::;s:ems •-.ril l produce similar enviran.rnental impacts. 
Theref:Jre , the use cf total concentration as a 
cri~eri::;n assess the ootential effects of sediment 
contamination implies that a l l forms of a given metal have an 
equal impact on the environrner.t. Such as assumption is clearly 
i:J.c:crre::t. 
Cne _; the first tasks 1s the clarification of the 
t e ~:n '~ p e cia. t.: c r-~' ~he use :f :he term speciation has become 
sever a! dif:erent meanings. Chemical 
spec~a:i~n, in the c::::ntext of sedi~ents has been defined as: The 
spe=les, f:rrns :r phases present in a material. The 'species' 
are :ur:her defined: 
C i as .spec:fi:: c::.rnpcL::-.ds -2:- c-xi:ia::.. -:-n s:ates ·:>f ar. elernent . 
- \ :::1 . 
a si~ilar way as the 
:he amour:ts ar:d ~:inds · .•• ) .L. species, forms and 
The 'species' can be defined, as above, 
:unc:i:nall::,.·, as example as 'plant -avai lable 
species' as 'mobil e forms' ar as 'exchangeabl e cations', or 
defin.e.j, 
operaticnall::--, the procedures, reagents or 
extractants used :a isolate them: examples include the physical 
~solation :f a sediment solution or a particle fraction, or the 
use :f acid arnm::::nium oxalate to extract metals associated with 
'moderately reducible ' sediment components. 
Recently, :he term 'speciation ' has been defined as 
the determination Df a specific form (monatomic or molecular ) or 
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in e!emer.t can occur or to a distinct 
group c~ atcms :::c~siste~tly present in di~ferent matrices. In 
::h is :!".es:.s, ::::e term specia:.:.2r: wil2. be ~sed in the fermer, 
more tract:. ti ·cnal usaae 
- I .:.n. 
-.-a • • defined context. 
The limita:ic:n c:f this usage l.S that the amount or metal 
repcr:ing tc a particular !rac::.on is strictly dependent upon 
the pr:cedures ar::i reagents ~sed . 
2.2 Previous Work 
.;.:-. :!".e past, mcst st:..::i:.es ::Jea.!..:.:--.g with parti.culate 
metals ,,.. natural water systems i.e. metals associated with 
suspended mat:er :r t:t::~ se:iiments J were based en total metal 
Until :::e method developed by Tessier er al . 
~ :. 9-:' 9 J 1 relati vely few a::empts were made to evaluate the 
specia:iar: cf particulate metals . 
. :... sequential extracti on scheme cor.sists of a series of 
successive cr.emi cal :rea tmer.:s of a sample, each being mere 
drastic i~ action or of a different nature than the previous 
c·ne. ~he order i n which the extrac:ants are used is critical 
and ma y well depend em sample tj-pe and overall composition. 
The water soluble f raction of a soil o r sediment is 
firs: pr.ase be into solution in any sequential 
sc::eme. Unless dealing with evaporites, this fraction is 
usually negligible . The easily exchangeable metals which are 
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bound by electrostatic at:racticn on exchange surface sites are 
the next to be brought into solution usually by neutral salts. 
Metals co-precipi:ated with carbonates are released next with 
dil:..rte acid. Same schemes next liberate the Fe-Mn oxide phase 
wi t.r. ~edL.:~.:..~~g a.ger~ts w·r.e~e::.s : ·ther resea!"che~s would release 
spec~es fr2~ the sulphides and organics. Finally the residual, 
o r me tals tha~ are bound to the crystal lattice, are released 
with strong acl~. 
5everal early experi~ental procedures, varying in 
manipulative comp~exity, were proposed for determining the 
speciati2n 2f particulate trace metals. These procedures were 
methods ::ies igned tc effect the separation 
te-:·,...eer. residual a:-.Cl nor: residual metals onl:_.: (Loring, 197 6; 
.:...ge:n.:.an .~n::i c:-.au , l9"7-:; Hal:::, l971 : , and (ii J more elaborate 
ma~:ing use of sequent ial 
ex-:r~c:i.::ns ; t~.:sse!"1b5.LLTn, 19-:2; Gupta and Chen, 1975; Luoma and 
Jenne, l976 ; Gibbs , 19~-: ; Salomons and De Groot, 1977). 
The widely used method developed b:_..' Tessier et al. 
\ 1979 : , adcpted a five-step process as follows: 
l ; Exchan.;reable: The sediment (1 gm) was extracted at room 
te:r.pera ture f ·:)r 1 h::;ur with 8 mL o f 1H MgC1 _, pH 7 or sodium 
acetate solution t lM NaOAc, pH b.~!. 
2 1 ~o~nd :o ;arbonates: The residue from 1 ) was leached at 
r oom temperature with 8 mL of 1M NaOJl..c adjusted to pH 5 \.,ri th 
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acetic acid. 
3 l 3cund tc Fe-~m Oxides: The residue from 2) was extracted 
with 2•) rn.L of either 0.3M Na_ S_O~ + 0 . 17 5M Na-citrate + 0.025M H-
citrate, as prescribed b y Anderson and Jenne (1 970 ) , or 0.04M 
NH CH.nCl l.n 25 - ( V/VJ HO.l\c. 
4 1 Bound cc Organics and Sulphides: The method adopted by 
Gupta and Chen t l975l was used. To the residue from 3) were 
added 3 mi. o f 0 . 02M HNO. and 5 mL of 30: H 0 adjusted to pH 2 
•·•i th HNO., and the mixture heated to 85 C for 2 hours. A second 
3 ~L aliquot cf 30 • H 0 was added and the sample heated again to 
85 c for 3 hours. .<l..fter cooling, 5 mL of 3.2M NH~OAc in 20 ~ 
(v / v) HNO. was added and the sample was diluted to 20 mL and 
agitated for 30 minutes. The NH~O.r...c inhibits adsorption of 
extracted metals onto the oxidi zed sediment. 
5 ! Residual: The residue from 4) was digested with a HF-
HClO~ mixture. 
In the choice of reagents for sequential extraction, 
particular emphasis is placed on the potential selectivity of 
each leaching solution . Many reagents , including the salts 
ammonium acetate , sodium acetate, and magnesium chloride have 
been employed to liberate exchangeable metals. NH~OAc (pH 7) was 
the method of choice, although workers (Chapman, 1965; Wagemann 
er al., 1977 ) have shown that partial attack of the carbonates 
also takes place. 
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Reagents :-ecorrmtended for dissc 1 ving the carbonate 
f::-ac:i:::r. ger~e::-all:;,· make Gse cf sodium acetate and/ or acetic acid 
;,mde::- acidic cor.di :ions \Nissenbaum, 1972; Gupta and Chen, 197 5; 
Chester and Hughes, 1967; Kun::e, 1965; McLaren and Crawford, 
1973 • . Grossman and ~illet · 1961 ) ::-eported that organic carbon 
a~d free iron c:::~centraticns in n~~ calcareous soil samples were 
Others 
studi es Nisser-.l:::auin, :9-:-2; Gupta ar.:i Chen, 1915; HcLaren and 
C:-a~fc :-d, 19-:-3 . ta~e derncnst:-a:ed :hat as the acidi ty increases 
. p:: < - Fe r- - .- ,,r __ ~....,. ___ . 
'!'r.e m:-s: s uccessf'..l .:. methods for l each i ng iron and 
::-educi~g these ~etals to thei::- ferrous and manganous forms and 
a.ger~ t s .:apable ~:eep ing 1.:·1 so 1 ut.ion the ::-ela ti vel y large 
a~:un:s o f me:als liberated. The :wo couples that were most 
cf:e~ used were hydrcxylarn:ne hydrcchlo::-ide - acetic acid and 
citrate. Examination o f the results of 
Gupta and Chen ~ 197 5 l , wh:- emp l o:ied both combinations in 
parallel exper imer;. ts, reveals that trace metal concentrat i ons 
were ccnsister;.tl y lower in the leachates obtained wi th 
di~tior.i~e - ci:ra~e. The diffe::-ences were greatest for lead 
1app::-cximatel y 100 times l ower ) and similar f or copper and zinc 
tapprox i mate l y 5 - 10 times l ower 1. The l ower amounts of trace 
metals extracted in t he dithionite - ci t rate extract could be 
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at~rib~~ed :~ ~he higher pH value !around 7 ) in the extractanc. 
The at:ad: c f tte ::ombir.ed acid reducing agents on the lattice 
s~ru:::~re ~..= tr.e minerals had been ruled out. Chester and 
Hughes 196~ 1 i~dicated that the structure of the minerals would 
Eydr:ogen per:Jxide in an acidic T.edit.:m is generally 
used t: Jxidi:e ~rganic matter in scil and sediment, even though 
:xidatian :f a: l farms o f organic matter may net be complete. 
~:re efficient methods fer destroying organic matter de exist 
:..:sin·:; c:ncer. :rated r:i :ric acid separa tel ::.-· cr i n c:Jmbir,a t ion with 
perchl:ric aci ds. However, concentrated ac ids 
als c attack :he silicate l attices. 
F:rstr,er ' 199.3 J attempted tD separate the Fe - Mn 
:xide phase in:: :he easil y reducib le and moderately reducible. 
: ,espi te :!-.e advar.:ages of sequent.:.al extrac: icns compared to 
rneLal c-:·!1cen t rat i or: analysis for environmental 
imp 1 i ::a : ior-.s c f l·==-~g- :erm adverse effects frcm contaminated 
sed iments, Fcrstner stresses the limitations and uncertainties 
of the procedure. rirst and f oremost, the reactions are net 
selec:i~e and are i nfl uenced by the duration of the experiment 
ard :c::-· ~he ra: ::.c of s:Jlid matter to volume of extractants . 
.Sec:nd2. ::-·, 2. a:C i le phases could be trans formed during sample 
which can occur especia ll y for samples from 
redt..:cing sites. Consequentl y, it becomes important not to 
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forae: changes of the sample matrix during recovery and 
processing of ~he sample materia~. 
et - ' a..J... ( 1996 ) utilized a five-step 
precess that groups adsorbed/ exchangeable/carbonate into the 
first step a~d uses 1M CH.COONa as the extractant. The next step 
targets :he amorphous Fe Jxyhydroxide which are extracted with 
!J.2::M N~ 2!-i.Z.:Cl in 0.25M HCl. The third step addresses the 
cr::.;sta.:..2.ine Fe oxide "Which are extracted with 1M NH OH.HCl in 25 "' 
CE .CC(;H. :r, the f ·::mrth step, metals held in sulphides and 
organics are extracted with KClO .!HCl followed by HNO . . In the 
final s:ep, residual metals are extracted with HF-HClO~-HNO,-HCl. 
Hall : l993 l has found that the high concentration of 
He:. a: 0 .25M used i~ the extraction of the amorphous Fe oxide 
ptase .:..ead to significant dissolution cf sphalerite and galena . 
Less -.... - ..... ,_ • • o. ... . '. of these sulphides are dissolved if the acid 
concentration is reduced tc O.OSM HCl. Although tests based on 
sy~thetic amorphous Fe oxyhydroxide indicated that their 
extractisn was complete in 0.25M NH~CH.HCl/O. O SM HCl, application 
of the ent i re sequential scheme revealed that reducing the acid 
strength from 0.25M HCl to O.OSM HCl can lead to significant 
increase in the concentration of an element reporting to the 
"crysta lline Fe oxide" phase as well as that in the sulphide 
phase. 
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2.3 Method Used in This Study 
This study utilizes a four-step process as follows: ll 
Exchangeable and Carbonate-held metals extracted with 0 .11M 
acetic acid; 2) Fe-Mn oxide phase extracted with 0.1M 
hydrcxylamine h:t·drochlor ide adjusted to pH 2; 3) Organic and 
Sulphide phases at tacked with 3 0 ' H_ 0_ and extracted with lH 
ammonium acetate; and 4 ) Residual/Silicate extracted with 
HF/ HCl/HClO~. 
The protocol for the sequential extraction scheme for 
sediment analysis used in this study was as follows: 
P ..P P P..R.Z\ TUS 
All laboratory-ware was borosilicate glass, polyethylene, 
polypropylene or Teflon. P..ll vessels in contact with samples or 
reagents were cleaned b:t· immersing in 4M HNO ; overnight and 
rinsing with distilled water. Blanks were inserted throug~out 
each step by using two empty vessels, taken through the cleaning 
procedure, and only adding the various reagents used in each 
step. These blank solutions were analysed along with the sample 
solutions from each step described below. A mechanical shaker, 
with a horizontal rotary was used at a speed of 30 RPM. The 
centrifugation was carried out at 2500 RPM. The temperature of 
the room was maintained at 20 · I_ 2 :c throughout the extraction 
procedure. 
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RE.Z~..GENTS 
Slass-distilled water was used throughout the procedure (simple 
deicr:.i.:.ed water rna:;.· c:mta.ir-. ·Crganically complexed metals and 
shci12.d !""'>·Ct be used J . - samp le -:Jf distilled >vater was analysed 
h---;.... 
'-'C ·- ·-·' s:ep • extracts to deterrni.ne metal content. 
::r-. a fU!l'.e r-~: .. ~:i, 25 - / - ::: .2 :nL :r !"e·jisti2.leci glacia l acetic acid 
\•:as added abc~t 0 . 5 L distilled water 
in a : : pc:jethjle~e battle and made up tc 1 L wi th distilled 
Distilled water was added 250 mL 
~f 
...;_ this sclution a~d nade up :a a final vol~~e ::f 1 L to obtain 
acid sc!uti::m 0 . : l!--1 . .r.. sample each batch of 
sc!uti:::n - was analjsed to determine blank metal content. 
h:t'drcx::-·larnine h~· dro chls ride ; J. T. Baker 1 was disso l ved 
ir: 90•J mL distil l ed water and adjusted to pH 2 with HNO , and 
made up :c l · wi th disti l led water. This solution was prepared 
o n ::-.e same day as the extracti ·:m was carried out. P... sample of 
each batc h of s o lution B was analysed to determine blank metal 
-'"""' r-~ cr-
-· ..... •• ._ _ ...... \..... 
Sclu r ic ... ~ .; (h ·'- ";;i ro~e.r; ~erc.xide solutiqn, 3 0 0 mgl g or B.BMJ 
The as supplied by the manufacturer (Fisher Scientific ) , 
was used . .'D. sample of so l ution C was analysed to determine 
... ., 
_,_ 
bla~k me:al ::::n:en:. 
-;--; . OS c ·~f a.rnmorli'..L1fl aceta~e i :isher- Scientific ) was dissolved in 
9C•O ::n.L of distilled water and adjusted to pH 2 with HNO . and made 
L witr, dis:illed wa.ter . .n.. sa.mp.l.e ::f ea:::h bat:::h of 
s2lution D was analysed t: determine blank metal :::cntent. 
Tt-.e ex: ra:::: ab 2. e .::r. :en ts : f :t-,e f c ll :wir.g r:1etals; Cu, ?b , Zn, 
:e, a~d Ca were je:ermined ~sing pro-cedure tel:w. 
The four-st ep seque~:i a l extrac:ion procedure was 
carried =ut on :~e ~resh 'we t' lake sediment 2 em intervals from 
core ?.IL22 i:::n.":lediatel:.v· up:r. sub-secticnir.g, as well as the same 
la~:e sedime:-.: they had been dried . The purpose 
'wet' attempt tc determine if there 
were differences in :he fracti:ns of base metals that reported 
to :ne various phases that co~ld be attributed t o the dryi ng 
process. The dried sub-sampl es were obtai ned by extracting 2 em 
ir-J.ter"'v'"'als ::ere, jrying a: 11 0 C and grinding to ensure that 
a. ll sediment passed :trough 80 mesh (<18 0 urn ) . 
3efcre sub-sampl i :-~g :he dried sediment , the content of 
the sample bott le was shaken for one minute to ensure a 
hcm:ge:-.cus samp le . 
The extraction procedure was carried out on 0.5 g of 
...... 
.).) 
Q· ..... 
-.f sa...rnple. the '·..vet' samples, 1 cc of saTTiple was taken and 
acc:..:!:'atel.:_..· weighed irn."llediate.l.::,· due to the rapid loss of 
mcis:u~e. Ancther · cc sub-sarnp.2.e was accurately weighed and 
~ven d!:'ied at 110 C overnight. Frcm this a correction 'to dry 
Dass' was 2btained and applied to all analytical values reported 
':'he sequential extraction prccedure was carried cut as 
fcll -.:;~s: 
S:eq ~a .:._dd .; •:• r::.L :f s::L.:.:i:n .-:...to 0.5000 + / - 0 .0002 g of dry 
sedine:-,t . fcr 'wet' sediment go t:J step lb ) in a 10 0 mL 
stcppered p: l :_..-pr:p:_..·lene cent!:' i fuge tube and extract bj· s haking 
r::r · r :-:cu!:'S at a:nl:ier.t te::nperature. No dela:i sho'Jld occur 
between the addition of the ext!:'actant solution and the 
t-egir~n:r:g Sepa!:'ate the extract from the solid 
residue by centrif:..:ging at 25 00 RPM for 20 minutes and decanting 
the supe!:'natant liquid into a polyethylene container. Stopper 
the ccr.tainer and anal:_..·se the extract immediately or store the 
sclu:icn at 4 C. Wash the residue by adding 20 mL of distilled 
....,.ate!:', sha}:ing fer 15 minutes and centrifuging. Decant the 
supernatant ar.d discard, taking care not to discard any s olid 
residue. 
Break the ~ cake" obtained upon centrifugation by using 
a vi brating red prie r to the next step . This must be done prior 
tc t he start o f each s t ep . 
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Srep 1b .;;dd 40 mL of solution .;; to approximately 1 cc of 'wet' 
sediment that has been accurately weighed in a 100 mL stoppered 
pol :/pr::p;,ilene centrifuge tube and proceed as per step 1a. 
S:ep 2 Add 40 mL cf solution B to the residue from step 
1 in the centrifuge tube and extract immediately by shaking for 
16 r.curs at ambient temperature. Centrifuge and decant the 
supe~natant liquid and retain the extractant for analysis. Wash 
the residue and retain for step 3 . 
'"s-rep 3 . :l.dd carefull:_; in a fume hood, small aliquots to 
av:::id 2.::;sses due tc ?iol.ent reaction, 10 mL of solution C to the 
residue in the centrifuge tube. Cover the vessel with a watch 
glass and digest at room temperature for 1 hour with occasional 
manua l shaking . Continue the digestion for 1 hour at as =c and 
reduce t!"le volume to near dr:.mess by further heating of the 
uncovered vessel in a steam bath or equivalent. 
Add a further aliquot of 10 rnL of solution C. Heat 
the covered vessel again to 85 C and digest for 1 hour. Remove 
the cover and reduce the volume of the liquid to near dryness. 
Add 40 mL of extracting solution D to the cocl moist 
residue and shake for 16 hours at ambient temperature. 
Centrifuge and decant the supernatant liquid and retain the 
ext ractant fer analysis . Wash the residue and retain for step 
·' .... . 
Sr:e9 4 Transfer the residue i n the centrifuge to a 100 
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mL Te~lon beaker with 5 mL of distilled water. Add 15 mL HF, 5 
mL HCl an::i 5 mL l: l HCl ·J~ and l et stand overnight. Evaporate tc 
::ir:_.,ness at 2 00 C. _::._dd app:::-cximatel;_.; 50 mL of 20 ~ tv / v) HCl and 
digest a;: 100 ·c until dissolved. Transfer tc a 50 mL volumetric 
flask. -· ..... .:: -~ .. u.... \,... ..... a 5 _ bcri~ acid !Fisher Scientific ) solution 
t2 ~::!'r,plex an~- rez:-,air.i:J.g HF and make up ::o volume with 2 0~ (v / v ) 
.... _ , 
-· ' Tra~s~e:::- :: a s:cppered polyethylene storage bott l e and 
With each batch extractions two blank s&~ples (i.e. 
vesse l s w~th nc sediment l stall be carried through the complete 
pr:cedure for background correction. 
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Chapter 3: Field and Laboratory Methods 
3.1 Sample Collection and Storage 
3 .1.1 Coring Equipment 
Lake sedi~en: cares were cc!lected from Buchans Lake 
aEd ;.ed :r.diar. :..ake during :I-.e winter of 1995 using a K.B. 
rue :a the water depth of Red Indian Lake, the 
.:or::..:-.~ asserrl:: l ~- had '::J be equipped with a Deep Water Operating 
Kit . . ... shows a pho~ograpt: of the sample collection 
s ·.is: e:::. provides ar. effecti • ..re water-sediment 
ir.terface ::cj_J..ectiGn ' ,... ....... deep water, and at the same time 
prc·,rides adequate sedimer'<t fer ar. effective depth profile of the 
.sedi.:r.er.t ::cres . 
':"he ::cr:r.g assembl.~: consisted of three main parts; 
::::ri~~ :~te, .:ere head, and plunger release mechanism that was 
a:ta::~ed ::: a metal weight by a 10 metre section of rope. This 
metal weight was attachable tc the Deep Water Operating Kit when 
required. The ::aring tubes were of high strength Lexan with an 
outside diameter of 70rn.rn and inside diameter of 64 rnm. The 
cering :utes ranged in length from 70 em to 90 em. The tubes 
were secure l y fastened to the main core head which allowed the 
free flew of water through the tube during descent through the 
water. The plunger release mechanism was activated after the 
cer i ng tube entered the sediment by the release of the metal 
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Photo 1. K.B. Gravity Corer equipped with a Deep Water Operating 
Kit. The Lexan tube is attached to the core head which contains 
the plunger mechanism. The core head is attached to the Deep 
Water Operating Kit via the metal weight. The Deep Water 
Operating Kit is attached to the large coil of ~ inch nylon 
rope. Photograph is of Al Thompson (left) and myself on Red 
Indian Lake. 
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weight on the upper portion of the rope. This metal weight was 
either manually released, as was the case in Buchans Lake, or 
released automatically by the Deep Water Operating Kit, as was 
the case in Red Indian Lake. The metal weight would descend the 
l ·J met :res of rope and impact the core head and release the 
plu~ge:r mechanism. The time that it takes the metal weight to 
descen::i t!'Ie :::-cpe and activate the plunger mechanism allowed 
sufficient time for adequate cere retrieval. The release of the 
plunge:::- pr-ovided a vacuum seal on the top of the coring tube and 
ensured sediment r-etention during its retrieval up through the 
water- c::lumn. 
3.1.2 Sample Collection and Preservation 
The sampling locations of the deep basins within the 
l oJ:es wer-e identified using ba thy1netry maps provided by l'.SARCO. 
a~ce the sampling sites were selected, holes were drilled in the 
ice with a 25 em gas powered ice auger (Photo 2), and the exact 
depth of the lake at the sampling location was determined with 
a Hone:_.:\.;ell Depth Finder. 
On Buchans Lake, in 7.9 metres of water, the coring 
assem.bl:i was slowly lo·,.;ered in the water until the coring tube 
was approximately three metres from the sediment-water 
interface. The rope was then manually released and the coring 
assembly descended to the bottom of the lake and into the 
sediment. As soon as the coring assembly started to enter the 
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Photo 2. Drilling through the ice with a 10" gas powered ice 
auger on Red Indian Lake. 
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sediment, the metal weight attached to the top of the rope was 
released and lake sediment core BLlA was collected. Before the 
coring assembly was retrieved from the lake surface (water-air 
interface ) , a rubber bung was inse~ted into the bottom of the 
coring tube and secured with duct tape. Next the upper portion 
of the sedir:1ent tube was released from the core head. Only 
en:ug!l. water was removed from the top of the coring tube to 
allcw another rubber bung to ce inserted and secured with duct 
tape. Care was ta~:en to minimize disturbance of the lake 
sediment c~re during transportation. The procedure was repeated 
10 metres to the south to allow the collection of lake sediment 
core BLlB in 8.5 metres of water. 
F~r sediment ret~ie~al in Red Indian Lake , 150 metres 
·~ f 12. 5 rnm ~:_i lor-. rope was attached to the Deep Water Operating 
Kit. The metal weight of the coring asserribly· ·..:as then attached 
to the Deep Water Operating Kit. The entire coring assembly was 
slcwlj lowered to approximately three metres from the sediment-
water interface, at which time the entire coring assembly was 
re l eased. .;,s soon as the coring tube started to enter the 
sedi ;:nent, the Deep Water Operating Kit automatically released 
::he metal weight which enabled the collection of the lake 
sediment cores. 
Sampling was attempted in the deep basin of Red Indian 
Lake between Buchans River and the Exploits in approximately 100 
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metres water. Up or: retrieving the coring assembly, no 
sediment cc·re ·,.;as recovered and coarse sand particles were 
observed or: the coring tube. The first sampling site on Red 
Indian Lake was then moved approxi~ately 150 metres towards the 
shore and core ::\ILL=\. was retrieved in 58.5 metres of water. 
~ILl3 was retrieved l:J metres to the west in 57.6 metres of 
wa~er. !he seccnd site en ~ed Indian Lake was approximately 30 
kilometres :o ~te scuttwest. RIL2A was retrieved in 88 . 8 metres 
of ·, .. ;ar.er and 8.IL23 was retrieved in 89 .4 metres of water, 10 
metres ::c the east o: ?.E .. 2.'\. .:..n example of a lake sediment core 
from Red Indian Lake is shown in ?hoto 3. 
2nce :~e sea1ment cores were collected, they were kept 
:n an ~prigh~ position at approximately 4 C until they could be 
transported :c the Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial 
~_rr.i vers it~· c f ~Jewfoundland, ar.d placed in their cold storage 
rcom at 4 C until core processing. All cores were transported 
and stored in a vertical position. 
3.1.3 Core Processing 
BLlA , RILlA, RIL2A, BLlB and RILlB were removed from 
the cold storage room at the Department of Earth Sciences and 
taken t o the Department of Mines and Energy's Geochemical 
Laboratory at the Howley Building on Higgins Line, St. John's, 
fer processing and total trace element analysis. Each core was 
processed before the next cere was removed from cold storage. 
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Photo 3. Extruded lake sediment core from Red Indian Lake 
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Care was taken to ensure that the cores remained in an upright 
position during transportation. 
Once at the laboratory, extrusion of the lake sediment 
core in 2 ern intervals was aided by a sediment core extrusion 
assembly. The coring tube containing the lake sediment core was 
secured to the assembly. The rubber bung was removed from the 
bottom of the coring tube and another bung for use with the 
plunger assembly· was snugly inserted. The water that was 
present on the top o f the sedi ment column in the coring tube was 
careful l y siphoned off t o avoid disturbance of the upper 
sediment. 
The piston on the core extrusion assembly was moved 
upward s until it was brought into contact with the rubber bung 
inside the coring tube and then fo rced upward, moving the entire 
sedi ment co l umn with it , until the top of the lake sediment core 
was flush with the top of the coring tube. The piston assembly 
could be adjusted to move the entire sediment column upwards in 
2 em intervals b y adjusting two aluminum spacers on the core 
extrus i on assembl y . 
A 2 em lengt h of Lexan tube with the same inside and 
outside diameter as the co ring tube containing the lake sediment 
was the n placed on t op o f the coring tube containing the 
sediment t o b e extruded. With t he lake sediment core now flush 
wi th the top of the c e ring tube, the two aluminum spacers were 
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rncved all the way upwards until they both made contact with the 
p~st:::~. !he bottom spacer was now tightened into place and the 
upper spacer was moved upwards 2 ern and tightened into place. 
Tte l2v,;er spacer was new loosened and the piston assembly forced 
'.lp·,...;ards :.:::::._the:·.,;::: spacers ::arne into contact again. The 
be::::~ spacer was aga1~ tightened and secured into place. This 
procedure resulted in :he 2 em section of lake sediment core 
:n·avu·,g up"'·ards .:.r-.tc the 2 em piece of Lexan tubing. 
~ thin plastic cutter was then inserted between the 
:::::r1ng tube ccntaining the Z em extruded sediment and the other 
cor:ng tube ::cntaini::g the res: cf the lake sediment core. This 
pro ::ed~re was repeated :.:~til the entire lake sediment core was 
sect ioned into - c~ intervals . The bottom sediment that was in 
c::·nta::t ·.,..;i :r. tr~e rt.:..bber bung was discarded. .r..lso, the outer 2-3 
:::-.. :n :::f :!-,e ex:ru::ied cere secti.cns that were r.ext to the coring 
tube were discarded due the poss ibility of cross-
c:::nta:r.ir-,ation as the sediment core moved upwards thrcugh the 
coring tube. 
The lake sediment intervals were placed into sediment 
paper bags and labelled. The sediments were then dried in an 
_ ... 
0. 1... llC for 24 hours . Once dried, the samples were 
di gested and analysed fer total element analysis. 
Before RIL2B was processed a decision was made to 
perform the sequential extraction procedure on both the 'wet' 
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and 'dr: . .:' sediment intervals from the same core. Since all 
ether c2res were processed and in a dried form at this time, 
iUL2B was selected for sequential extraction analysis. From the 
t2tal element :maly·sis of the duplicate lake sediment core 
~IL2A , it was determined that significant elevation in Cu, Pb 
ar:d Zn existed in the upper 1~ centimetres of the core to 
h·· 
._. ':f sequential extraction 
I::'ur ir,a pr::cess .:.r.g of lc:d:e sediment core RIL2B, two 
separate l cc s1~-sa~ples were collected with a cut-off syringe 
frcm each 2 c~ sediment interval as soon as it was extruded from 
the cc·re. The first 1 cc sub-sarnple was immediately placed into 
a pre-weighed, numbered ceramic crucible for 
:ieterrnina:i :::; r, cf f:::-ee vJater content. The second l cc sub-sample 
was :hen placed int o a pre-weighed 100 rr~ poly~ropylene tube and 
i.:n.'nediatel:t· re-weighed for a sample wet weight determination. 
From the free \..:ater arral::·sis of the first 1 cc sub-sample, a 
calculated equivalent-to-dry weight could be determined for the 
'wet' s ub-sample used in the sequential extraction procedure . 
• ::..n assumption that i s made here is that both 1 cc sub-
samples taken wi thin the same 2 ern sediment interval are 
identlcal . With the significant variation within the upper lake 
sediment, as demonstrated by the chemical profiles generated 
from RIL2A, this is not an entirely accurate assumption. Care 
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was taken to extrude both 1 cc sub-samples from approximately 
t~e sru~e level within the 2 ern interval in an attempt to collect 
as si~ilar samples as possible. Sample variation will also be 
Fresent between the 'wet' and 'dry ' sub-samples from the same 
sedimen~ interval within lake sediment core RIL2B. The dry sub-
samp l e was t aken from a homogenous 2 ern interval, whereas the 
'wet' sub-s~~ple was frcm a discrete 1 cc section extruded from 
~i:~in the 2 =m interval . This variation will limit our ability 
:: =:ffipare :~e results between :he 'wet' and 'dry' sequential 
ana: yses. Consequently, this will hinder ~ur ability to assess 
t~e effects of drying on the amount of a particular element that 
repcrts :o the different ptase fractions. 
The four-step sequential extraction procedure was 
per:cr:ned irrunediatel::· after the 'wet' sub-samples were weighed. 
7he remaining lake sediments from the 2 em intervals were placed 
into label led sediment paper bags and dr ied in an oven at 110 =c 
for 24 hours to be used for total element and 'dry' sequent ia l 
base metal analysis. 
3.2 Sample Preparation and Geochemical Analysis 
at 
3.2.1 Sample Preparation 
After :he lake sediment samples were dried in an oven 
, • 1"\ 
.;_ 1 '..J C, the:l were grinded to ensure a ll sediment passed 
through 80 mesh (<180 urn) stainless steel sieves and placed in 
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nur:tbe red plastic 'Jials. .L;.t this stage blind duplicates and 
standard reference rna~erials ( SRMs) were inserted for quality 
control in the analysis array. Blind duplicates were inserted 
with one pair for every twenty samples at position 10, 30, 50 
etc., while various SRMs were inserted prior to sample digestion 
at a frequency of one in twenty at position 20, 40, 60 etc .. 
The s~~s used for total element analysis were LKSD 1-4 and the 
SRM used for the sequential base metal anal:..-·sis was the 
certified ore MP-lA. 
3.2.2 Free Water Analysis 
For Free Water determinations, 1 cc sub-samples from 
the 2 ern intervals of lake sediment core RIL2B were placed in 
clean, numbered, pre-weighed ceramic crucibles. The crucibles 
containing the 1 cc sub-samples were immediately re-weighed to 
obtain a wet sample + crucible weight (T~ : ) • After all sub-
samples were determined for T_: weight, the crucibles were placed 
in a dr~ing oven at 110 C overnight. The samples were removed 
from the drying oven and placed in a des iccator for 
approximately 25 minutes to cool. They were then re-weighed at 
room temperature to ob~ain a dry sample + crucible weight (T::0 l. 
The ~ Free Water was calculated as fellows: 
% Free Water = ( (T20 - T110 ) I Wet Sample Weight) * 100 
where, Wet Sample Weight = T20 - Empty Crucible Weight. 
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3.2.3 Trace Element Analysis - Total 
Total element analysis of all lake sediment samples 
were carried out at the Geochemical Laboratory of the 
Newfoundland Department of Mines a~d Energy by a Fisons 
Instruments Maxim III Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 
Emission Spectroscope ( ICP-OES l. The following elements were 
analysed: Mo, Cr, P, Zn, Pb, Co, Ni, Fe, Mg, Ga, Ti, V, Be, Ca, 
Nb, Cu, Na, Zr, Dy, Sc, Y, Al, Mn, Sr, La, Ce, Ba, Li, and K. 
The HF/ HCl / HClO; digestion is incomplete for barite yielding low 
Ba results . Due to the high barite content of the orebodies, a 
digestion using a lithium metaborate fusion followed by an acid 
d i gestion would have been used if Ba results were required. 
Sample dissolution for total element analysis was 
cor-.ducted by accurate l y· \oleighing 1.0000 ·;_ 0.0005 gm of dried 
sediment into a small glass beaker. The sample was then ashed 
at 500 -c for four hours, and transf:rred to a 125 mL Teflon 
beaker. A 15 mL aliquot of concentrated HF, 5 mL of 
concentrated HCl and 5 mL of a 1:1 mixture of HClO~ were added. 
The samples were swirled, placed on a hotplate and left to 
digest overnight at room temperature. The samples were then 
heated to 200 -c and brought to dryness. Approximately 50 ml of 
a 2 0 ~ (v / v ) HCl solution was added and the samples were heated 
aga i n at 100 :c until the solid residue dissolved. The solution 
wa s transferred to 50 mL volumetric flasks, cooled, and made up 
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t ·:J volume with the 20 : :v / vi HCl solution. The volumetric 
flas~:s contained 1 mL cf a 5 ' boric acid solution to complex any 
remaining HF. .~ll samples were then transferred t ·:J clean 
pclyethyle~e st~rage battles prior :o analysis. 
3.2.4 Sequential Base Metal Analysis 
Sequential element analyses for selected base metals 
were performed ~n the 'wet' and 'dry' sediment intervals from 
lake sediment core RIL2B. All analyses were determined at the 
Geochemical Laboratory of the Newfoundland Department of Mines 
and E~er;y by IC?- OES. The following elements were analysed: 
Cu, ?b, Zn, :a, Mn and Fe. The working range of the standards 
used · ... ;as a;::;::rcximated from the results of the total element 
analysis of lake sediment core RIL2A. 
The four -s tep sequential extraction procedure was 
explained :n detail in Sec:icn 2.3. 
Fer the 'dry' sediment extraction, 0 .50 00 ·;_ 0.0005 
gm sample was used. The final volume for steps 1-3 was 40 mL 
!dilution factor of SO l whereas the final volume for step 4 was 
50 rnL (dilution factor of 100 1 . For the 'wet' sediments from 
RIL2B, the 1 cc sub-samples, when calculated to an equivalent 
dr:i weight, yielded samples ranging in weight from 0.1273 gm to 
0 . 4994 gm producing dilution factors ranging from 80.1 to 314.2 
for the first three steps and 100.0 to 392.8 for the fourth 
step. 
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F::r Red Indian Lake, the sediment interval with the 
lcwest Free Water c:::>incided with ~he highest base metal 
co~cen:rati:::>ns. Therefcre, the middle calibration standards for 
all f.::ur steps ·,.;ere made up :::: roughly equal the highest 
ccn:::er~:ra':icr, cf the element . ~· . w1 .... n1n the sediment column, as 
deter:nir1ed :rem lake sedimer.: cere RIL2.n.. The dilution factors 
fer al! 'wet' sedirne~t sub-samples were calculated and factored 
in::: the fina l resu l ts. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
4.1 Elemental Analysis -Total 
4 .1.1 Buchans Lake Core BLlA 
.=· .. nal:.v·si.s cf core BLL=-. showed significant Cu, Pb and Zn 
er~ri::l"'.rr. er:t in tr.e upper 2·J-22 ern of sediment. No major 
ii~fere~::es were cbser7ei the other elements analyzed. 
Chemica: da:a for tctal trace element analysis of al l cores are 
repcrted in Appendix C. 
A::hc~gt radicme:ric dating was not performed on the 
sediment samples, a subt:e cclor change at approximately 21 em 
as we~l as significant changes in the chemical composition of 
base me:als at the same interval suggests the commencement of 
rn1n:ng ccc~rred sometime d~ring the 20-22 ern interval. From 
surface _....- a depth ::f apprcxirnatel~· 21 em the sediment color was 
determined tc be 5YR2.5 / l according to the Munsell Soil Color 
~ ML!nsell, 19"75 ) . The lo..:er sediment core from 
approximate!~ 21 em tc 46.2 em was determined to be 5YR2.5/2 in 
color .. :rem these results, the study suggests that the 
concentration cf elements in the sediment below 22 ern can be 
considered background levels. With the possibility of sediment 
~ixing or elemental migration within the sediment column since 
deposition, concentrations below 24 em were chosen as 
background. 
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For core BL1A, the background levels for Cu, Pb and Zn 
were determined to be between 15-26 ppm, 14-25 ppm, and 87-138 
ppm, respectively. The upper 20 ern of sediment demonstrated 
significant enrichment with respect to base metals. The 
elevated copper values ranged from 44 ppm (6-8 ern) to 143 ppm 
(16-18 ern); the lead values ranged from 109 ppm (6-8 ern) to 594 
ppm (18-20 ern); and, the zinc values ranged from 318 ppm (8-10 
ern) to 745 ppm (18-20 ern) as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core BL1A 
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4.1.2 Buchans Lake Core BLlB 
Analysis of core BL1B again showed similar background 
concentrations as well as the same color change at approximately 
21 ern as core BL1A. Figure 4.2 showed that the upper 20 ern of 
sediment were similarly enriched in Cu, Pb and Zn as core BL1A. 
The elevated copper values ranged from 47 ppm (6-8 ern) to 148 
ppm (16-18 ern); the lead values ranged from 110 ppm (8-10 ern) to 
604 ppm (18-20 ern); and, the zinc values ranged from 315 ppm (8-
10 ern) to 761 ppm (18-20 ern). 
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Figure 4.2 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core BL1B 
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4 .1. 3 Red Indian Lake Core RILlA 
Anal~;sis of cere RILl.:.. showed significant Cu, Pb and 
Z~ er'i !"icr..mer.t ir1 the upper 22- 24 em of sediment and \ralues which 
are ! 0- ZOO : imes higter than found in Buchans Lake . This i s 
expec:ed as tailings from mining operations were deposited 
dire c :l v in:c 3uchans Ri ver until 1966 and subsequentl y i nto 
'.ra r ic:..:.s :a:..i.lr.gs ponds tha t discharged into Sirnzns Broo~: which 
3uchar.s River and eventually into Re d 
!.6 · N~ significan t differences were 
cbser~ed in :he :ther elements analyzed with the exception of Ba 
ar.d 3a results were expected tc be high in the upper 
sedime::.: d;..:e t ·: :he prese:"ce .-;)f barite minerals within the 
s:;::.:..:ie c!"e . Eowe·.·er, t!·ie trace element digest ion used for 
:::a.:. e.:.emen: a.r~al~.:sis wa s ir.csrnplete for barite and the Ba 
J.. dis:i:1ct cc~cr c~.ange at approximatel y 23 em as well 
as a significant c!-,ange the chemical composi tion of base 
metals in the sediment from t he 22 - 24 em inter val to the 24 - 26 
em interval ibackground ) suggests the commencement of mining 
occ:..:rred wi :hin tt:e 22-2 4 ern interval. Based on the color 
ctange of :t:e sediment as well as the chemical prof i les of the 
rr.eta l s , _ t appears ~rJ,a t the transi ticn between pre-mining and 
mining occurred between the 22-24 ern sediment interval and 
therefore the concentration of elements in the sediment b elow 24 
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em can be considered background levels. Since the concentration 
of base metals were slight_y elevated in the 24-26 em interval 
as well, the concentrations of metals below 26 em were chosen as 
As :pposed to cores BLlA and BL1B in which t here was 
:::n< . .: o :-~e col:r change ~vi thin the sediment co lumn , core RIL1P.. 
je~onstrated nu~ercus subtle color changes. The first 4 ern of 
:he sejimen: ~ad a :::olo r measurement cf 5YR3 / 2 and from 4 ern to 
approximately 23 em predominately 7.5YR4 / 0 with some 7 .5YR3 /0 
observed between 3-9 em and 22-23 em and small bands at about 13 
em and 13 em. A distinct color change was observed from 23 to 
38.4 em with the predominant color determined to be 10 YR3 / l. "' r. 
sharp tlack band t7.5YR3 / 0 J was observed at approximately 33 em. 
A ~ine yellow-green band !5¥5 / 2 ) was observed at approximately 
-' ' =~, . :-. th:rcugh exa.mi::-.ati·:m of the color changes observed was 
beyond the scope cf t~is study but a brief exp lanat ion will be 
provided in the discussion section . 
For c e re R!LlA, the background levels for Cu, Pb and 
Zn were determined to be between 22 -41 ppm, 17-44 ppm, and 127 -
160 ppm, respectively. The upper 24 ern of sediment demonstrated 
signifi cant enric~~ent with respect to base meta l s. The 
elevated copper values ranged from 502 ppm (0-2 em ) to 4270 ppm 
!20-22 em ) ; the lead values ranged from 1697 ppm (10-12 ern) to 
2993 ppm (2 0-22 ern ) ; and , the zinc values ranged from 19 61 ppm 
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(0-2 ern) to 12,502 ppm (20-22 ern) as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core RILlA 
4 . 1.4 Red Indian Lake Core RILlB 
Analysis of core RILlB also showed similar background 
concentrations as well as similar color changes within the 
entire sediment column as in core RILlA. Figure 4.4 showed that 
the upper 24 ern of sediment were similarly enriched in Cu, Pb 
and Zn as core RILlA. The elevated copper values ranged from 
487 ppm (0-2 ern) to 4183 ppm (20-22 ern); the lead values ranged 
from 1722 ppm (10-12 ern) to 2985 ppm (20-22 ern); and the zinc 
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values ranged from 1894 ppm (0-2 ern) to 12,576 ppm (20-22 ern). 
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Figure 4.4 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core RILlB 
4.1.5 Red Indian Lake Core RIL2A 
Analysis of core RIL2A showed significant Cu, Pb and 
Zn enrichment in the upper 14-16 ern of sediment with slightly 
elevated values up to 20-22 ern. The smaller interval of 
enrichment at this site was attributed to the site location, as 
discussed earlier. The largest volume of tailings were 
deposited between Buchans River and the Exploits in the 
direction of drainage (RILlA and RILlB) . Again, no significant 
variations were observed in the other elements analyzed with the 
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exception of Ba and Mo. Distinct calor changes were observed at 
approxi:natel:_.: lS ern and 21 c:r.t. Significant changes in the 
chemical composition of base me~als from 14-16 ern to 16-18 ern as 
w·el l as subtle changes i:1 the chemical composition from 20-22 em 
to em made it diffict.il t to determine which sediment 
interval \14-16 em or 22-24 em ~ corresponded to the commencement 
cf rni..ni.r .. g. Since the ccncentraticn of base metals below 24 ern 
were mere consistent, :he values below 24 em were chosen as 
backqrJt.:r-.d. 
Simila r ~~ ceres RILlA ana RILlB, core RIL2.Z\ 
derncns:rated ~urnercus subtle color changes with distinct color 
changes occurring at a~~roximate!y 15 ern and 21 ern. The first 
· ~~ :f the sediment had a cclor measurement of lOYR4 / 6 and from 
em : ·::- apprcxi:natel:_.: -;. 5 cm the color was determined to be 
From ~ .s en tc a~~roximatel:_.: 11 ern there was another 
color change t o lOYR6/3. Fr·om :1 ·:m to 15 ern the color was 
determined to be 10YR5 / 2 . From 15 ern to 21 ern the color was 
10YR4 / 1. From 21 em to the end of the core (34 .2 ern ) the color 
Far core RIL2A, the backgr~und levels for Cu, Pb and 
Zn were determined to be between 34-4~ ppm, 19-21 ppm, and 154-
2.69 ppm, respectivel:_,;. The upper 16 c::. : f sediment demonstrated 
s i g:1i: iear: t erJ.r icr.:.ment v.·i th respect :o base metals. The 
elevated copper values ranged from 225 ppm (0-2 ern ) to 2112 ppm 
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(12-14 em); the lead values ranged from 2050 ppm (0-2 em) to 
4457 ppm (10-12 em); and, the zinc values ranged from 839 ppm 
(0-2 em) to 9732 ppm (10-12 em) as shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core RIL2A 
4.1.6 Red Indian Lake Core RIL2B 
Analysis of core RIL2B showed similar background 
concentrations as well as similar color changes within the 
entire sediment column as in core RIL2A. Figure 4.6 showed that 
the upper 16 em of sediment were similarly enriched in Cu, Pb 
and Zn as core RIL2A. The elevated copper values ranged from 
236 ppm (0-2 em) to 2205 ppm (12-14 em); the lead values ranged 
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from 2102 ppm (0-2 em) to 4527 ppm (10-12 em); and, the zinc 
values ranged from 802 ppm (0-2 em) to 9575 ppm (10-12 em). 
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Figure 4.6 Cu, Pb and Zn profile of lake sediment core RIL2B 
4.2 E1ementa1 Ana1ysis - Sequentia1 Extraction 
4.2.1 Red Indian Lake Core RIL2B (Dry) 
Chemical data for the sequential element analysis of 
Cu, Pb, Zn, Fe, Mn and Ca on both the 'dry' and 'wet' lake 
sediment core RIL2B are reported in Appendix D. Due to the 
relatively low concentration of base metals in the lower section 
of the core (background levels) compared to the contaminated 
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upper section of the core, the discussion of results were 
primarily limited to the elevated upper segments. In terms of 
accuracy, ~he higher concentrations of base metals in the upper 
sections 8f the core were within the optimum working range of 
the prepared standards for ICP-OES, whereas the results of the 
lower sections of the core were closer to the detection limits . 
. :.-'1al:/sis of 'dry' core RIL2B showed significant 
c::mcentratior,s :Jf Cu, Pb and Zn reported to the environmentall y 
ser.si:ive pr.ases (exchangeable / carbonate and Fe/Mn oxides) of 
the sequential ex:ractio n in the upper sediment intervals. 
Discussion of the base metal distribution among the different 
phases will focus on the top sediment interval (0-2 em) as well 
as the inte rval with the highest metal concentration, . For Cu 
and Pb, the sediment with the highest total concentration (12-14 
em and 10- 12 em, respectivel:;) also had the highest 
concentration of that metal reporting to the first phase. 
However, for Zn the highest concentration of metal was reported 
in the 1 0-12 em interval whe reas the 8-10 ern interval had the 
highest concentration of zinc reporting to the first phase. 
The sequential element analysis indicated significant 
amount of Cu reported to the first three phases for the 
c:::~ntaminated upper sections of the core (Figs. 4. 7 and 4. 8) . 
For the uppermost sediment (0-2 em), 26.4 % of the Cu (68 ppm) 
reported to Phase 1, 54 .6 >: of the Cu (142 ppm) reported to Phase 
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Core: RIL2B 
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Figure 4.7 Sequential Extraction of Cu on core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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Figure 4.8 Sequential extraction of Cu on selected intervals (0-
2 ern, 12-14 ern) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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~. 11 .5 Q: the Cu l 3 0 ppm ) ~eported to Phase 3, and only 7.4% 
of the Cu (l9 ppm ) reported to Phase 4. For the section with 
the highest capper concentration ( 12-14 em), 31. 9 ~ cf the Cu 
, !lS ppm l ~eported to Phase 1, 23.7 : of the Cu ( 531 ppm) 
repor:ed tc Phase 2, 42.8 of the Cu ! 959 ppml reported to Phase 
3, and onl; 1 . 7 ~ af the Cu t 37 ppm J reported to Phase 4. From 
~he 4-6 em interval to the tcp of the sediment core (0-2 em), 
the a!Ilcunt of Cll that reported to the exchangeable/carbonate 
phase dec~eased from 134 ppm tc 68 ppm whereas the amount of Cu 
that ~eported tc the Fe / Mn oxide phase increased from 116 ppm to 
142 ppm. Sediment below 24 em (background) had 2-6 ppm Cu 
repo ~ting tc phase l and 23 -3~ ppm Cu reporting to phase 2. 
The sequential element anal 1·s is indica ted significant 
amount of Pb reported :a the first two phases for the 
contaminated upper sections of the core iFigs. 4 .9 and 4.10). 
For the 0-2 em interval, 17 .3 ~ of the Pb ( 366 ppm; reported to 
Phase 1 , 7 9.9 of the ?b 11 688 ppm ) reported to Phase 2, 1.7 ~ of 
the ?b ; 36 ppm ) reported to Phase 3, and 1.1 % cf the Pb (24 ppm) 
reported to ?hase 4. For the section \-Ji th the highest lead 
concentrat ion i l0-12 em), 44.5 ~ of the Pb (2070 ppm ) reported to 
Phase 1, 53. 0 : of the Pb t2468 ppm ) reported to Phase 2, 1.0 % of 
the ?b (45 ppm ) reported to Phase 3, and 1.6% of the Pb (74 ppm) 
reported tc Phase 4. Similar trends were observed with the 
amount ~f ?b reporting tc the first two phases in the upper six 
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Figure 4.9 Sequential extraction of Pb on core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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Figure 4.10 Sequential extraction of Pb on selected intervals 
(0-2 em, 10-12 em) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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centimeters of sediment as was observed with Cu. The difference 
was that :he amount of Pb that reported to the 
exchangeable/carbonate phase decreased significantly from 1169 
ppm to 366 ppm whereas the amount of Pb that reported to the 
Fe / Mn phase ir..creased slightl:..: from 1519 ppm to 1688 ppm. 
Sedimer..t below 24 em had 0-2 ppm Pb reporting to phase 1 and 22-
32 pp~ Pb reporting to phase 2. 
The secr..1er.tial element analysis indicated significant 
Zr~ repo~':ed t:J the first three phases for the 
c:n:aminated upper sections cf the core !Figs. 4.11 and 4.121. 
F·::: r :he :J- 2 em interval, 3 "7. 2 · of the Zn ( 317 ppm ) reported to 
P!-.ase :, 2 :J . 3 :f the Zr-. (1'"73 ppm! reported tc Phase 2 , 32.2 ~ of 
the Zn \275 ppm : reported tc Phase 3, and 10 .3 ~ of the Zn (88 
ppm ; reported to Phase 4 . Fer the section with the highest zinc 
concentration t 10- 12 em! , 12.1 ~ of the Zn (1189 ppm) reported to 
Phase 1, 6 .1 · of the Zn (597 ppm J reported to Phase 2, 80.0 ~ of 
the Zn (7832 ppm \ reported to Phase 3, and only 1.8 ~ of the Zn 
\172 ppm l reported to Phase 4 . For the section with the highest 
concentration of zinc reporting to the exchangeable/carbonate 
phase (8-1 0 crnl , 23.3 ~ of the Zn !2160 ppm) reported to Phase 1, 
7.-i ~ o f the Zn (691 ppm ) reported to Phase 2, 67.5 ':: of the Zn 
t 62 15 ppm l reported to Phase 3, and only 1.8 ~ of the Zn (166 
ppm l reporte d t o Phase 4. From the 4-6 ern interval to the top 
o f the sediment core (0-2 em) , the amount of Zn that reported to 
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Figure 4.11 Sequential extraction of Zn on core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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Figure 4.12 Sequential extraction of Zn on selected intervals 
(0-2 em, 10-12 em) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Dry ) 
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the first two phases decreased. The Zn decreased from 836 ppm 
to 317 ppm and from 391 ppm to 173 ppm in phases 1 and 2, 
respectively. Sediment below 24 em had 50-67 ppm Zn reporting 
to phase 1 and 38-65 ppm Zn reporting to phase 2. 
The upper sediment intervals down to approximately 20 
em showed excellent correlation for base metals Cu, Pb and Zn 
between the results of the sum of the four sequential extraction 
phases and the results of the total element analysis, as 
reported in Appendix C (Figure 4.13). In the upper 20 em, the 
largest variation from the total element analysis was 9.7% for 
Cu (0-2 em), 9.9% for Pb (18-20 em) and 9.3% for Zn (16-18 em). 
0 
I (~-~~~fa~FbaUZn) ~ 
2 4 
Orc.(Rn) 
ll'lous:llds 
6 8 10 12 
..... OJ(Tct) 
-+- OJ(Seq) 
...... Fb(Tct) 
Fb(Seq) 
+- Zn(Tct) 
-A- Zn(Seq) 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of the total element analysis of Cu, Pb 
and Zn with the sum of the four sequential extraction phases of 
lake sediment core RIL2B (Dry) 
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4.2.2 Red Indian Lake Core RIL2B (Wet) 
For reasons previously mentioned on core RIL2B (Dry), 
the discussion of results were primarily limited to the elevated 
upper segments. 
Analysis for the upper 'wet' sediment intervals down 
to approximately 20 em did not correlate as well as the results 
for the 'dry' core for the base metals Cu, Pb and Zn between the 
results of the sum of the four sequential extraction phases and 
the results of the total element analysis, as reported in 
Appendix C (Figure 4.14). 
I 
QreRI?B(W!) I 
(O:m:icfu1 ~Em S:q.aiia crd Tcta kaysis fa OJ, Fb crd 2h) 
Qrc.(Rn) 
1ha.Js:rds 
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..... G.J(Td) 
G.J(SI:t) 
* Fb(Td) 
Fb(SI:t) 
+ 2h(Td) 
-tr- 2h (SI:t) 
Figure 4.14 Comparison of the total element analysis of Cu, Pb 
and Zn with the sum of the four sequential extraction phases of 
lake sediment core RIL2B (Wet) 
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The variation between the sequential element analysis 
:or the 'wet' intervals and the total element analysis of the 
same in rental fer C"...l, Pb and Zn was generally below 20-25%, with 
s2me sectic:-.s showing significantly higher variations. The 
total metal concentrations for Cu, Pb and Zn on the 14-16 em 
interval were 101 ppm, 203 ppm and 862 ppm. For the 'wet' 
sediment exrract.i::·n cr. the j_4-l6 em interval the sum of the four 
phases for Cu, Pc and Zn were 194 ppm, 270 ppm and 2677 ppm, 
respec:i7ely, resulting in a variation from the total element 
for ,..,, '-._.I 33 : for Pb and 210 ~ for Zn. 
From the chemical profile of this core, it appeared 
:tat mining began sometime during the deposition of the 14-16 em 
inter~al. The dramatic differences observed between the Cu, Pb 
and Z~ concentrations in the 'wet' sediment extraction and the 
total element analjsis in :he 14-16 em interval was likely a 
result of the two sub-samples of the same interval not being 
identical. ~r.e reason for this was that although the total 
element and sequential element analysis for core RIL2B (Dry) 
were performed en the same dried, homogenous samples, the 
sequential element analysis for core RIL2B {Wet) was performed 
on discrete l cc subsections within the 2 em intervals. 
The sequential element analysis indicated significant 
amount o f Cu reported tc the first three phases for the 
contaminated upper sections of the core {Figs. 4.15 and 4.16). 
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Figure 4.15 Sequential extraction of Cu on core RIL2B (Wet ) 
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Figure 4.16 Sequential extraction of Cu on selected intervals 
(0-2 em, 12-14 em) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Wet ) 
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Fer ::.e 0-.2 em interval, 4? ? ;, of the Cu ( 86 ppm ) reported to 
Phase l, 36.8 -r: ._;_ the Cu l 75 ppm ) r-eported to Phase 2, 2.5~ of 
t!"'.e Ct.! t S ppm reported ~~ Phase 3, and 18.6 ~ of the Cu (38 
For the section with the highest 
ccp;::e.:::- ::2r:ce!:tratior. \12-14 ern ! , 16.4 " of the Cu (382 ppm) 
repc.:::-:ed to Phase l, 39 . 5 ~ of the Cu ; 919 ppm) reported to Phase 
2, ~2.2 ~~ :he Cu : 980 ppm ! reported to Phase 3, and only 1.9~ 
:!-.e -.. ·-i.....O. ppm ' reported to ?r.ase 4 . From the 4-6 ern 
:he ::p of the sediment core (0- 2 cml, the amount of 
:~ :hat .:::-epc.:::-:ed :c :he exchangeable / carbonate phase remained 
fa:.::-::;.· c:ns:ar.t \ SE-88 ppm) whereas the amount of Cu that 
recc.:::-:ej to :he Fe / Mn cxide phase decreased from 135 ppm to 75 
ppm. 
The sequential element analysis indicated significant 
amc~r:: of ?t .:::-epcrted tc the first two phases for the 
contaminated upper sections of the core !Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 ) . 
Fer the 0-2 em interval, 36.6 : of the Pb ( 697 pprn l reported to 
Phase l, 61.5 ~ of the ?b tl172 ppml reported to Phase 2, 0.9 ~ of 
t!1e ?b (17 ppm1 reported to Phase 3, and 1.0 ~ of the Pb (19 ppm) 
rep2rted to Phase 4. For the section with the highest lead 
concentration tl 0 -12 ern ! , 42.3 ~ of the Pb (2057 ppm) reported to 
Phase 1, 55.4 : cf the Pb !2698 ppml reported to Phase 2, 0.9 % of 
the Pb 145 ppm ) reported to Phase 3, and 1.4 % of the Pb (6 7 ppm) 
reported t o Phase 4. Frcm the 4-6 ern interval to the top of the 
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Figure 4.17 Sequential extraction of Pb on core RIL2B (Wet) 
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Figure 4.18 Sequential extraction of Pb on selected intervals 
(0 -2 em, 10-12 em) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Wet) 
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sedinen: co~e !0-2 cm l , the amount of Pb that reported to the 
f~rst twc chases decreased. For the first phase, the Pb 
decreased f~8m 1537 ppm to 697 ppm. For the second phase, the 
?t decreased frcm 1382 ppm to 1172 ppm. 
The sequential element analysis indicated significant 
amcu!"'.t cf reported to the first three phases for the 
contaminated upper sect ions of the core (Figs 4.19 and 4 . 20), 
with t~e rnajcrit~ o~ the Zn reporting to Phases 1 and 3 for the 
heavil y contaminated mid-sections. For the 0-2 em interval, 
~! t~e Z~ : 524 ppm 1 ~epcrted to Phase 1, 19 .1 ; of the Zn 
!184 ppm· ~epo~ted to Phase 2, 5.2 _ of the Zn 1SO ppml reported 
to Phase 3, and 21 .4 ; cf the Zn ~ 206 ppm J reported to Phase 4 . 
= =~the section ~ith the highest zinc concentration (10-12 em), 
9.5 of the Zn l 96i ppm 1 reported to Phase l, 3 .9 ~ of the Zn 
1
, 3 94 ppr;-,) rep:Jrted tc Phase ..., .:.., 82 .9 ~ of the Zn (8 399 pprn l 
reported to Phase 3 , and J . r ~ of the Zn (368 ppm J reported to 
?hase ~- :or the section with the highest concentration of zinc 
repc~ting t o the exchangeable / carbonate phase (8-10 ern), 30.0 ~ 
cf the Zn \ 2675 ppml reported to Phase 1, 4.3 ~ of the Zn ( 381 
ppml reported to Phase 2 , 63.7 ~ of the Zn (5685 ppm} reported to 
Phase 3, and only 2 .1 ~ o f the Zn (185 ppm) reported to Phase 4. 
From the 4-6 ern interval to the top of the sediment core (0-2 
em ) , the amount o f Zn that reported to the first two phases 
decreased. Fo r the first phase the Zn decreased from 1534 ppm 
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Figure 4.19 Sequential extraction of Zn on core RIL2B (Wet) 
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Figure 4.20 Sequential extraction of Zn on selected intervals 
(0-2 ern, 10-12 ern) of lake sediment core RIL2B (Wet) 
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to 524 ppm. ~cr the second phase the Zn decreased from 220 ppm 
to lS4 ppm. 
The Cu, ?b and Zn values belcw 24 em (background ) for 
t~e firs~ were 10-1 00 times lower than the 
upper elevated i~tervals . 
4.3 Quality Control and Quality Assurance 
~or ::::al :ra::e eleme:-~t anal:_..·sis, Q.;;. / QC procedures 
empl:yed ty t he Gec::hem~::al Laboratory, NF Department of Mines 
and Energy, were str~:::ly ad~ered ~~ !his inv8lved the random 
in::lusicn cf blind dupl~ca:es among all ::ores at sample 
positi::ns SO, • • • I v3ricus standard reference materials 
inserted a: the digestion stage 1LKSD l-4 and MP-lA I a~ sample 
positions 2 0 , 4J , • • • I b:anks and reference standards. The 
referen::e stanjards ~sed were the middle calibration standards 
cf the ICP-·JES. The resul. ts of the duplicate samples and 
standard referen::e materia l s : LKS~ 1-4 ) for total trace element 
are gi ven , ,.. 
-·· 
.r...ppendix E. At concentrations at least a 
decade above the detection limits, relative standard deviations 
!RSDs ! are generally below 5 ~ 
Each pair of cores sampled at the same sites were very 
simi l ar in all the element profiles !Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, Figs. 
4.3 and 4.4, and ~igs. 4 . 5 and 4 . 6 il l ustrated the Cu, Pb and Zn 
s i mi l arit i es i . This c::mf i rmed the sampling approach and the 
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chemical analysis by ICP-OES as being highly reproducible. 
Four 0 . 5 gm samples o f SRM MP-lJl.. ( CJ:o~"MET Report 82-
14E 1 were also included wi ~h :he 'dry ' and 'wet' sequential 
extraction pr~cedures fer qua!ity control. The mean and 
standard acccmpanie.j the certified total 
c~ncentra:ions fer:~ , ?band Zn were given in Tables 4.1 - 4.3, 
2erhaps the most s~riking feature of the results 
s igr..ifica::.t n~mber ~. - rr,anipula t.:..ons ::..nvolved in the 
sequentia l extracti :.m pr~cedure. for Cu, Pb and Zn, most val ues 
f~r precisi~n were in the 1-5 ::<.SD range. 
Accuracy was difficult a.ssess in the absence of 
' ce rtified' f e r their pi:ase-se l ective elemental 
ccr-.cer:tratior.s. :-!-::n·;e· . rer, cornpariscr;. of the sUTILraed results of 
the :o~r phases with the certified values for the total 
concer:trati cns provided scme estimate of overall accuracy. It 
- ·1 "::( 
'1 • -' tha~ these two values agree 
within their respective standar d deviations in the vast majority 
of cases, wi ::!', l ess t han 10 ~ va r i ation from the recorn.mended 
values fer Cu, ar.i.·d Zn. 
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Table 4.1 Results (Mean, Std. Dev. and RSD) for Cu: Application 
of Sequential Leach Procedure to SRM MP-~ 
Copper Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Sum Recomm. 
(Cu) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) Value 
MP-lA c; - -- U C ~ '?O C. ,._....,_ 9404 25 84 1 4 079 14 4 0 0 
MP-1A ~ 96 1 .2 9 .; 9 5 04 2 57 5 1 415 9 1 44 0 0 
MP-1A S8 5 12-16 9179 2 6 95 1392 5 144 0 0 
MP-1A c; ~ -.... ..::. '= 123 3 9399 26 56 1 41 14 1 4400 
Mean 808 1262 9372 2628 14069* 14400 
Std Dev 12 . 7 26 . 5 137 57.8 102 
RSD 1.57 2.10 1. 46 2.20 0.72 
• 2 .3 0 bela·,.,; the rec:)mmer-.~.ded •Jalue . 
Table 4 . 2 Results (Mean, Std . Dev. and RSD) for Pb: Application 
of Sequential Leach Procedure to SRM MP-lA 
!.ead Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Sum Recomm. 
(Pb) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) Value 
MP-1A 1411 30311 908-i 4348 4 5 280 43 300 
MP-1A 14 51 31147 8791J 4241 45 62 9 4 33 0 0 
MP-1A 148 6 29345 9916 4827 455 7 4 433 00 
MP-1A 1474 28204 9901 4679 44258 433 00 
Mean 1471 29768 9423 4524 45185* 43300 
Std Dev 14. 5 1278 574 275 637 
RSD 0 . 99 4.29 6.08 6.08 1.41 
• 4. 3 5 '; above the recommended value . 
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Table 4.3 Results (Mean, Std. Dev. and RSD) for Zn: Application 
of Sequential Leach Procedure to SRM MP-lA 
Zinc Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Sum Recomm. 
(Zn) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) Value 
MP-1A 22 QE.; 3992 149540 31087 206683 190200 
MP-1A 2·Fc4 4001 147997 29654 206416 190200 
MP-1A 24 ·J 1 0 3c81 14 6771 31397 205919 1902 00 
MP-1A 23lC l .. 1 1 :) -'1- ~ 1-!602~ 31276 203884 190200 
Mean 23515 3773 147584 30854 205726. 190200 
Std Dev 1169 279 1536 810 1268 
RSD 4.97 7.40 1.04 2. 62 0.62 
• 3 . 16 ab·:J•:e the .:::ec:Jnmended ·.ralue. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 
5.1 Summary- Total Base Metal Analysis 
Measu~emen:: cf chemi::al changes in lake sediment 
c~~es from :he 9uchans area has been effective for discerning 
anthrcpcgeni:: effects associated with a major base metal mining 
o~e~a:icn :~at pr~duced high g~ade ore from 1928 to 1984. In 
total element analysis - ,... or ~....u, Pb and Zn showed 
elevated :evels in the up~er sediment intervals approximately an 
:r.agn.:..tude ,., . ' .,.:.gne r in the lower, 'background' 
sedi~e~: in::ervals. Fe~ beth lake sediment cores in Buchans 
Lake, the cn~j subtle color change at approxi mate ly 21 em can be 
as t:-.e ::om:nencemen t minir.g J.. .L. the area. The 
cc se~·:ed ::::!-,ar,ge : :-. sediment c:::>lc~ was a ~esul t cf the town 
develc~=en: and m1n1ng operat ions including land clearing and 
c·,'e~l::lrden strippir:g wr . .:ch ~esul ted in increased erosion and 
runoff as well as airborne dust from general mining operations. 
Fo~ Red Ir.dian Lake, the site where lake sediment 
::o~es ~~L~~ and RILlB were collected showed that the elevated 
Cu, Pb and Zn concentrations in the upper contaminated sediment 
intervals cf the cores were significantly enhanced, with the 
highest va:ues cf Cu !4270 ppm! and Pb (2993 ppml reported in 
the 2 0-22 em interval lake sediment core RILl.n. and the 
highest value of Zn ( 12 ,576 ppm ! reported in the 20-22 em 
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~ake sediment core RILlB. For the other site 
sampled cr. :?.ed Indian Lake, the highes<: co::1centration of Cu 
\ 2205 ppm ) ·...-as reported :.n the 12-14 em interval of lake 
sediment cere RI:2B. The highest concentration of Pb \ 4527 ppm ) 
was rep ·~r-ced in the 2.0-2.2 c::rr interval of lake sediment core 
R:L23. The highest ccncentraticn of Zn (9732 ppm ) was reported 
" -..... :c-:.2 sediment core RIL2A. The 
elevated ~~, ?b a~d Zn ccncentratic::1s in the lake sediments are 
a resul~ from the mir:ing operation being discharged 
direct:~ i~:c 3uchans Brook and subsequently into Red Indian 
La ~:e. ~h::.s was the practice of tailings disposa l since the 
opera~icns until 1966. Since 
• ::l - -
..:.._.cc, ta::.li~gs were contained within a series of on-site 
tai~i:.gs p~nds. However, during its operation and since its 
- ' - . c:: ·· r-.__._.,_~,..o._C, :!-',is :r.i.:.e !-.as disc!-.arged effluents which exceed the 
2.:rni:s tl':e v.,· _ .. ; ~~ • -- ... .~. ..:.. ... .. "'::! Liquid Effluent Regulatio~s, 1977 
t !-1::-fLER i • 
Whitford ~ 2001) has conducted an aquatic habitat 
surve::" o f Buchans Brock and has found that liquid effluents were 
discharged to Buchans Brook from several locations during the 
mine ·::peration. Presently, releases from the tailings ponds 
CJntinue -co flow tc Buchans Brook via drainage known locally as 
Simms Brec k. Alsc, mine effluent from the Oriental mine site 
and ~etal contaminated surface drainage flow into Buchans Brook. 
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Over time, monitoring has been conducted at various sites in 
Simms Brook and Buchans Brook to determine pH and levels of 
dissolved copper, lead and zinc. The levels of dissolved metals 
have dec~eased since the mine closure but those for zinc still 
exceed the provincial criteria of 0.5 ppm as set out in the 
Em·irorur.encal Co:1crol Water and Sec.:er Regulations, NEWFOUNDLAND 
REGUh~TION 1078 / 96. Recent data indicate that the highest zinc 
value reported in Buchans Brook (7.7 ppm) was at the Oriental 
Bridge sampling site during October, 2000. 
Both lake sediment cores RILlA and RILlB had a 
distinct color change at approximately 23 ern and both lake 
sediment cores RIL2A and RIL28 had a distinct color change at 
approximately 15 em. These color changes in the sediment core 
can be inferred as the comrr.encement of mining operations in the 
area. The numerous subtle color changes observed above the 
distinct color change in all four cores are a result of numerous 
factors. Prirna~ily it is a result of the different tailings 
from the various orebodies being deposited into Buchans Brook 
during the various production phases of the mining operation, as 
well as increased erosion and runoff due to land clearing and 
airborne dust from general mining operations. At various times 
throughout the mi ne life multiple orebodies were mined 
simultaneously generating variable tailings which were deposited 
in Buchans Brook, resulting in the subtle color changes that 
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were observed throughout :he upper sections of the cores. 
The first deposit to be mined was the highest grade 
Lucky Strike deposit which was mined from 1928 until 1958. This 
deposit was mined again frcm 1972 to 1979 but only in small 
tc::mages. The largest tcr.nages mined from the Lucky Strike 
deposit were in the early 1930s. Consequently, as a result of 
early constra:nts on process extraction, poor tailings 
management ·.mtil l9oc, and the fact that the highest grade 
deposits we~e m~ned first, the highest values of Cu, Pb and Zn 
repo ~ted · ~ the lake sediment ceres from Red Indian Lake were 
observed i:1 the intervals just above the lower 'background' 
levels 1 pre-::n~ning : 
The 0-2 em sediment intervals of all la~:e sediment 
cores in Red Indian Lake contain scme sediment deposited since 
mir.e closure. Frcm cores RILlA and RILlB it appears that the 
levels of Cu t 502 ppm and 487 ppm, respective ly) and Zn (1961 
ppm and 16 94 ppm, respectivel y ! are declining but the level of 
Pb 12194 ppm and 21~1 pp~, respectively ) is remaining relatively 
constant (Figures 4 .3 and 4.4 ) . From cores RIL2A and RIL2B it 
appears that the levels of Cu l225 ppm and 236 ppm, 
respectively ) , ?b (2050 ppm and 2102 ppm, respectively) and Zn 
t 239 ppm and 802 ppm, respectively! are all declining (Figures 
4.5 and 4.6 1 . However, all values for Cu , Pb and Zn in the 0-2 
ern interval of the four lake sediment cores in Red Indian Lake 
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exceed the Canadiarl Council of Ministers of the Environment 
tCCME l Canadian Soil Qual ity Guidelines. For Industrial use, 
the maximum =eco~~e~ded Soil Quality Guidelines for Cu, Pb and 
Zn are :.oc ppm, 400 ppm and 38 0 ppm respectively. Until the 
sediment that has been (and is currently being) deposited since 
r..ine closure can be isolated and analyzed, it remains very 
difficult t= jetermine the extent to which the levels of Cu, Pb 
and Zn are actually decreasing. 
In 1992 Er"•Jironmer.t Canada started a process to revise 
the MHLEF. and the::: jecided that ~he impacts ·:J f metal mining 
effluent ~n the aquatic enviror~ent needed to be assessed. As 
a result, the .:...ssessment of the .:...quat ic Effects of Mining in 
Car. ada , ."-.QU.=-11 IN : initiated on the basis that 
reccmzr.enda t i or,. T~ co:1duct _:._QUJ.J1IN it was necessar:.i to obtain 
as nuch infcrma ticn as possible. Various groups, including 
mining companies, the Mining Association of Canada, Provincial 
agencies and Federal Government agencies across Canada were 
asted tc submit relevant documents. In total, 18 case studies 
and nu..ll.erous non- case studies of various mining operations 
across Canada were prepared to assess the effects on the 
receiving envircr~ents. The final report was prepared in April, 
1996 and i t was determined that changes to sediment quality were 
=epcrted in most case studies where adequate sediment surveys 
were undertaken. The main conclusion from this review of 
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aquatic effec~s :s ~hat a variety of conditions (e.g. nature of 
rr.inir,g cpe:-aticr.s and the receiving environment ) affected the 
magni:ude and ex:en~ cr effects observed. 
Fe r example, :he .J.QU.~.NIN Suppo:=r.i ng Document I I: 
R.egic::.al Sy.'"l :i:eses s!-.Gwed that Newfoundland Zinc operated a mine 
from 1975 u~til 1989 ~n wester~ Newfoundland and produced nearly 
7 million tcn~es :f :inc ere from both open pit and underground 
:ni nes. .:..s a res •J l t ...,.: 
- .. the :.a•.; levels of pyrite in the ore and 
. b -- . tne ;;.rre:-l.:-,g ~apacit:/ cf the carbonate host rock, acid mine 
drainage and resulting metal ccntamina tion of the receiving 
·,..;aters were never a prcb.!.em at this site. Conversely, Lac 
Matagan1i mine site _a cat;:ed in central Quebec i ncluded many base 
meta 1 rr.ines. Sediment analysis shewed that the mining 
act iviti es had an i mpact in terms of contaminating t he beds of 
waterce;;.rses eve r a distance o f several kilometers downstream 
from the discharge sites. The data demonstrated that there were 
hiah a::cumulaticns of :inc :up to 60 0 0 ppm ) and, to a lesser 
extent, copper in the sediment s near the mine sites. 
Furthermore, the Flin Flon deposits which straddle the 
Manitoba-Saskatchewan bo rder have produced 62 million tonnes of 
Cu and Zn ere from 1930 to 1 992. Conversations with Wayne 
Fraser , Di rector of Enviror~ental Services, Hudson Bay Mining 
and Smelting Company Limited, who have mined the deposits, have 
indicated that proper darn installations in their tailings ponds 
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since commencement of mining in 1930 have resulted in effective 
tailings disposal. As a result, only slightly elevated levels 
of base metals were detected in lake sediments of the downstream 
receiving water bodies. 
AQU.~IN reviewers noted that there were major 
difficulties in obtaining representative sediment samples and 
concluded that quantitati v e estimates of the magnitude and 
extent of effects en sediments were not possible for most mine 
sites. Di fficulties encountered included sediment particle 
size, a lack of appropriate reference stations, sampling 
problems, and the influence of geochemical properties of 
individual metals !e.g. tailings, different orebodies, ore 
treatment technologies and the receiving environment ) . 
5.2 Summary - Sequential Base Metal Analysis 
Sequential extraction schemes have been developed in 
the past 25 years to determine how trace metals are bound in 
sediments. However, the lack of uniformity in these various 
schemes does not allow for adequate comparison of results nor 
for the procedures to be validated. Indeed, the results 
obtained b y sequential extraction are operationally defined. 
That is, the 'forms' of the metals are defined by the method and 
the distinctive procedure employed. 
In this study, the most 'labile' fraction contains the 
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metals associ a ted with the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase. For 
the sequential extraction performed on both the 'wet' and 'dry' 
sediment intervals of lake sediment core RIL2B, a significant 
amount of Cu, Pb and Zn was associated with this fraction. 
For lake sediment core RIL2B, the largest Cu 
enrics~ent occurred in the 12-14 em interval. For the enriched 
sediment, significant amount of Cu reported to the first three 
phases with o nly a sma l l fraction reporting to the fourth phase. 
Fer the 'dry ' sediment, 7 15 ppm ( 31.9 ~ 1 reported to the 
Exchangeable / Carbo nate phase, 531 ppm ( 2 3. 7 ~ 1 reported to the 
Fe / Hn oxide phase, 959 ppm ( 42.8 ;, ) reported to the 
Organic / Sulphide phase, and onl y 37 ppm ( 1.7 ~ ) reported to the 
Silicate phase 1n the 12-1 4 em interval. For the same interval 
o f the 'wet' sediment, 38 2 ppm (16.4 ~ ) reported to the 
Exc!-.angeab l e l Carbonate phase, 919 ppm ( 39.5 <: ) reported to t he 
Fe l!-fn o xide phase, 98 0 ppm reported to the 
Organic / Sulph i de phase, and onl y 44 ppm ( 1.9 ~ ) reported to the 
Si l icate phas e . Bearing in mi nd the inherent limitations in 
draw i ng c ompariso ns between the 'wet' and 'dry ' sediments, it 
appea rs t h a t the drying process has very little effect on the 
amount of Cu reporting to the Organic/Sulphi de or Silicate 
p has es i n t h is s e d i ment interval. Howeve r, drying appears to 
s i g n i ficantl y increase the amount of Cu reporting to the 
Exchangeab le/Carbona t e ph ase a nd significantly decreases the 
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amount of Cu reporting to the Fe/Mn oxide phase in this sediment 
interval. This trend of increasing the amount of Cu reporting 
to the first phase as a result of drying the sediments is 
observed throughout most of the enriched upper sections of the 
core as shown in Figure 5.1. 
0 200 
I Upper 16 an I 
Core: Rll28 
OJ - Alase 1 Sequential Bctraction 
Concentration (ppni 
400 600 800 
~ ~ 
Figure 5.1 Cu associated with the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase 
in the upper 16 em of lake sediment core RIL2B (wet and dry) 
For lake sediment core RIL2B, the largest Pb 
enrichment occurred in the 10-12 em interval. For the enriched 
sediment, significant amount of Pb reported to the first two 
phases with only a small fraction reporting to the last two 
phases. For the 'dry' sediment, 2070 ppm (44 .5 %) reported to 
the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase, 2468 ppm (53.0%) reported to 
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the Fe/Mn oxide phase, and only 45 ppm (1.0%) reported to the 
Organic/Sulphide phase and 74 ppm (1.6%) reported to the 
Silicate phase in the 10-12 em interval. For the same interval 
of the 'wet' sediment, 2057 ppm (42 .3 %) reported to the 
Exchangeable/Carbonate phase, 2698 ppm (55 .4 %) reported to the 
Fe /Mn oxide phase, and only 4 5 ppm ( 0. 9%) reported to the 
Organic/Sulphide phase and 67 ppm (1 .4 %) reported to the 
Silicate phase. For this sediment interval, it appears that 
drying the sediment has virtually no effect on the 
redistribution of Pb in the various phases. 
Core: RIL2B 
Fb - Fhase 1 Sequential EXtraction 
Concentration (PPrrV 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 
0-2 
2-4 
I Upper 16 em I 
Figure 5.2 Pb associated with the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase 
in the upper 16 em of lake sediment core RIL2B (wet and dry) 
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However, as shown in Figure 5.2, most of the sediment 
in~ervals in the upper enriched sections of the core i ndicate 
t~a~ drying of ~he sediment appears tc slightl y decrease the 
amcu~~ cf ?b that repcrts :c :he first phase. 
For lake sediment cere RIL2B, the largest Zn 
e:-.ricr...IP.en: ::;ccurred :..n the l 0-12 ern interval. For t he enriched 
sed iment, significant am::;unt of Zn reported to the first three 
phases wi:h the l argest amcun~ of Zn associated with the 
:rganic/ Sulptide phase. Fer the 'dry' sediment, 1189 ppm 
~ l2.l reported -~ ._..._. ~he Exchangeable/Carbonate phase, 597 ppm 
~ 6. l repcr:ed :c the :e/ Hn oxide phase, 1832 ppm (80 . 0~ ) 
rec:r ted :::; :he ::rganic/ Sulphide p!":ase, and 172 ppm t 1 . 8 ~ ) 
repcr:e:i :c :he Silicate p!l.ase in the 1. 0-12 em inter;al. For 
~he same interval of :he 'wet' sediment, 967 ppm ( 9.5 ~ ) reported 
:c :he Exchangeabl e / Carbonate phase, 394 ppm ( 3.9 ~1 reported to 
:he Fe / Mn oxide phase, 5399 ppm (82.9 i l repor t ed to the 
Crganic / Sul phide phase, and - - ., ~oc ppm t 3. 6 ~ i reported to the 
Silicate phase. It appears that drying slight ly increases the 
amcunt or Zn reporting to the first two phases for this sediment 
interval. 
However, as shewn in E" i gure 5. 3, it appears that 
dr~i~a the sediment appears to slightly decrease the amount of 
Zn reporting to the first phase for all the other upper enriched 
sediment i nterva l s (0-10 em and 12-1 6 ern ) . 
0-2 
2-4 
'E' 4-6 
.3-
(0 6-8 i ~ 8-10 
i 10-12 
~ 12-14 
14-16 
0 
I L.pper 16 an I 
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Core: Rll2b 
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Figure 5.3 Zn associated with the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase 
in the upper 16 em of lake sediment core RIL2B (wet and dry) 
As mentioned previously, caution must be exercised in 
drawing conclusions regarding comparisons between the 'wet' and 
'dry' sediment samples. Both samples are not identical as the 
'dry' sediment is from a dried homogenous 2 em interval whereas 
the 'wet' sample is from a unique 1 cc sub-sample extruded 
within the heterogeneous 2 em interval immediately upon core 
processing. Furthermore, there are distinct differences 
throughout the enriched sediment column of the lake sediment 
core as a result of different orebodies being mined, and hence 
different tailings being deposited, at various times throughout 
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the mine life. .r...s well, improvements in ore treatment 
throughout the mine life resulted in changes to t h e chemical 
cc·mpcsi ticn of the ta.i 1 ings that were ultimately deposited into 
Red Indian Lake. Finally, the use of settling and tailings 
ponds after 1966 resu l ted in changes to the metal loadings to 
3uchans Brook and Red Indian Lake since that time. 
Previous studies have shown that drying oxic samples 
at ele·,·ated temperatures ( 50-2.0 0 C ) does have a significant 
redis:r:tu:icr, effect en element associaticns. Oven drying 
.:a·.:ses .:.ns:ant ar.d maj c.r changes in :::verall sedi.men t equ i 1 ibr i urn 
- . rractlc:-.s relevant to trace element binding into 
highly unstable and reactive forms \Bar t lett and James, 1980) . 
r r:_.,;ir"g c f sedirnen ts caused changes in the extractabi l i t:t· of 
trace metals ~h:!..:h were found : c be mostly consistent with their 
part.: t..:. or, :!.r.g between ~e- and Mn-oxides, and organi c matter 
\Thomson et al., 19801 The extractability of copper was found 
to be enhanced to more than twice that of the control by 
sediment drying. 
Dur:!.ng sampling, storage , and anal ys is of an 
en vi r o n.rnen tal sample, t:V'Pically characterized b y a pronounced 
disequil :!. brium, species transformation occu rs . In polluted 
: ' st ressed' .: systems entrop y increases , and their is an 
accompanying increase in instability . The greater the stress in 
the environment , the more d ifficult is sample handling and 
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storage pri~r to analysis. Reliable and generally applicable 
methods for :he preservation cf :he original distribution of the 
species in natura_ sediment samples do not yet exist. Thus, it 
is important to be aware cf the kinds and degrees of c hanges 
r:aJ:ing place in t he sediments while the::/ are actua lly being 
studied. Wet chemical extractions have been shown t o provide a 
c::;n~:en i ent mear:s ;... ·~ determine t he metals associated with the 
principal accurr.ul ati·v·e pr.ases i n tr.e sediments :Kersten and 
i .. lS us ua llv impossible to retro-
act ively c orrec t data that have been obtained from dried 
sediments to these which exist o r igina lly 1n the field. Such 
data ma:i even be of limited value for c:Jmpar ing the bio-
available concentrat ions of :race metals in samp les collected 
within tr,e same er.vircr .. rner.t :Bartlett ar~d James, 198 0 l . 
It is alsc imperative to be aware of the different 
rime scales ir,·v·cl 'i;ed with sediment deposition and me t abo l i c 
processes, the latter being typically of the same o rder as 
sample handlin9 times. Consequently, sampl ing var iance , as well 
as artifact s introduced during sample processing, can be more 
than an o::::-de r of magnitude greater than analytical technique 
variances in trace element speciation. 
Two sequential schemes (a modified Tessier procedure 
with five steps and a three step protocol designed by BCR J were 
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applied t~ heavy metal contaminated sediments (Lopez-Sanchez et 
a2., 1993 ! . Tl:e differ-ence betweer. tr.e three step protocol 
desig~ed by 3CR and the protcc~l used in this thesis is that 
this :hesis adds a forth step to determine the Silicate phase 
whereas the ~i l icate phase 1s calculated b y sub t raction from 
tctal metal analysis ir, the three step prot:Jcol. The study 
showed that the metal partitioning obtained with both procedures 
are quite different. 
With :he three s:ep prct2cc l , significant amounts of 
he a v~· :netals ar-e extr-ac:ed in the Or-gar.ic / Sulphide fraction. 
~:-~e mod .:. f ied Tessier pr-ocedure i:-dica ted that non residual 
metals are iis:ribu:ed among the second, third and forth 
fractions, which are related with carbonates, Fe / Mn oxides and 
O rganic / ~~lphide fractions, respect ively. Copper showed similar 
tehavi .J r with batt procedures. Significar.t CL'Tlounts of lead were 
extracted in the second ar:e1 third fractions of the modified 
Tessier procedure whereas wi:h the three step BCR protocol , the 
hydrc gen percxide r-eagent extracted the higher amount of the 
!Iletal. For :inc, the amounts extracted with the modified 
Tessier procedure in the second and third fractions are higher 
:han the amount released with the oxidizing reagent. On the 
ccntrary , w ~ ~h the three step protocol the amount of Zn 
extracted i n the Organic / Sulphide step is similar to the amount 
extracted in the previ ous two steps combined. The residual 
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f~action obtained in the BCR protocol is in general higher than 
that obtained using the modified Tessier procedure. 
5.3 Environmental Implications 
For the Red Indian Lake watershed, there has been a 
significant burden of pollutants deposited to the lake sediments 
in the area since mining began in 1928. In Red Indian Lake, it 
has been shown that there is a significant enrichrr.ent in the 
conce~tration of Cu, Pb and Zn in the upper sections of the lake 
sediment cores. The fraction of metals reporting to the 
Exchangeable / Carbonate phase are the most labile in that 
inc~eases in acidity will remove these metals first. Therefore, 
if ttis fracticn cnl:.; i s considered as the environmentally 
sensitive f~action, a considerable amount (ppm ) of Cu, Pb and Zn 
-.,.;as associated wi t!: the Exchangeable/Carbonate phase and is 
pctentiall:_.: avai2.able fer release in acidic conditions. As 
well, a significant amount of base metals were found to be 
associated with the Fe/Mn oxide phase. However, this study 
failed to distinguish between the easily reduced substrates and 
the mode rately· reduced substrates associated with the Fe/ Mn 
oxide phase. Therefore, it is difficult to assess the amount of 
metal that will be released to the environment with changes to 
the redox potential of the system. Furthermore, depending on 
the and redox conditions at the time of sediment deposition 
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up tc the time ::f sediment retrieval, a significant portion of 
base metals may already have been leached from the lake 
sediments. 
Sig~ifi::ant redistribution cf base metals between 
:he different ptases of the sequential extraction procedure 
as a result of sedimer-<t The drying process 
appears r::: arrec:~ the base r:~er:als var:t·ing degrees. In the 
:::nt~'ni:-<ate:::i upper secti ·:n :f : he lake sediments fror:~ Red Indian 
Lake, drying tends t: significantly increase the amount of Cu 
reporting : : the firs: phase but slightly decreases the amount 
.:Jf ?b ar-.d Zr, repcrti::1g to the first phase. Since the '·wet' 
sedimer-1t s me re ::losel::-· resemble their state in the natural 
:r.e res ui :s of sequential extraction 
crocedure were . ' . :Jse:J :n tr:.e assessment of the bio-availability of 
the me:als. 
Returning the lakes to their original condition is 
neither feasible or logical . The sediments have incorporated a 
considerable burden :f pollutants and a significant port ion of 
the lake sediments from Red Indian Lake could potentially be 
considered as hazardous waste. The sediment currently being 
depcsi ted into the la}:e appears to have reduced levels of 
pollutants. This was difficult to assess in this study because 
the upper 2 em of sediment mo s t likely contains sediment 
deposited during the mining operation as well as sediment 
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depcsiced since mine closure. Consequently, this can only be 
~erified by isolating the sediment that has been deposited since 
: h e mine closure. Further work that would assess the current 
sediment deposition to Red Indian Lake would aid in the 
~~derstanding 2~ the watershed recovery . As well, a study to 
assess the water chemistry would be beneficial in the evaluation 
-: f :~ .. e sediment dissolut ion on water quality . 
1\'.:.:r. pr:per site re!tlediation , the con':arninated upper 
ever: tuall 1· be covered with new 
sedi::-.e:-.t that rn::re .:].csel~· rese!'!'cbles bad:ground l e vels. This 
s::e re~edia:ion must invc:ve proper tailings management 
in.:ludi~g re-vegetaticn o ~ exposed tailings and possibly l iming 
the existing tailings ponds to neut ralize them and effectivel y 
precipitate cut :he metals in solut i on. As well, surface runoff 
fr:rn re~a:n1ng exp2sed e re deposits must be curtai l ed. 
Curren::y, the Lucky Str ike 'Glory Hole' which was produced as 
a result :f open pit mining of the Lucky Strike depos i t is be ing 
filled wi:h water. If in the future the water leve l exceeds the 
.::apa:: it y of the 'Gl or j" Hole' , the overf low wi 11 have to be 
properly treated. In su~mary , al l effluent and runoff from the 
mine site with metal concentrations exceeding the MMLER must be 
contained in polishing or settling ponds and properly treated to 
reduce the metal levels. This can only be achieved with an 
effective monitoring r egime that adequately assesses all 
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ef~luents that potentially end up in Red Indian Lake. 
E"inally, even v.·ith proper site remediation, the 
process of lake sediment recovery will take several years. In 
toda: . .:' s mining environment, the principle of pol l ution 
prevention at the source is proving to be much more effective 
than deali~g with pollution at the 'end of pipe'. In essence, 
it is much easier to prevent pollution than to clean it up. 
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Appendix A 
Lake Sediment Coring Site UTM Coordinates 
Lake Zone Easting Northing NTS 
Sediment 
·-·----
RILLZl. 21 520700 5403000 12A15 
----------··- - -
RILlS 21 520690 5403000 12A15 
~--- - - - ----- - -
RIL2A 21 504600 5392300 12A10 
-- ----------
RIL2S 21 504610 5392300 12A10 
------
SLlA 21 510200 5410300 12A15 
-----· 
BLlB 21 510200 5410290 12A15 
Lake Sediment Core Length and Water Depth 
Lake Water Core 
__ _§_ed_~~e~-~-!?-~P~~ (ft) ~~ngth (em)_ 
RILlA 193 38.4 
RILlS 190 33.8 
r--- ----· -----·- ·- --- - - -------- ----
RI L2.l:l. 293 34.2 
- -- -- - - - - - - --·- - - - --- --- -----1 
RI L29 295 39.6 
--- ------ -- ··· - ----- - - -- -·------ -~·----- -
SLL"-\. 26 46.2 
SLlB 28 36.6 
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Reporti~g N~~e, Wavelength and Method Detection Limit for Trace 
E:lements t:_,: E"iscn Inst.:::-Ul'tlents Maxim I I I ICP-OES (Finch, 1998 ) 
Reporting wa,·elength Method 
Name (om) Detection 
Limit 
-
AI 396.152 0 .01 'k 
- --------- - - -- -·-
---~_a _ __ ____ _j55_:~_1 __ _ ____ _)_.QQ_m ____ 
Bt! 313.077 0.1 ppm 
- - - - -- - ·- - ------ - - --------
Ca 422.673 0.01'if 
--------- -- ------------ -- - ---
Ct: 418.673 I ppm 
- - ------- - - ------- - --
Co ____ _1~-~.:.~12 _ _ -- ___ l__pP!!!__ __ 
---------
... 
Cr 205.561 _lpp_~_ 
. . -
---
-- ------ -- ·--- --- -
Cu -- .. - _____ }24.57-±__ _ _ _ _!_.P.P!!!._ ___ 
- -
- · -
_ py __ 
-· -- -----
- - · 
}53 .1_?0 _ _ _ __ _Q_.__l__l)£_m 
Ft: 271.441 0.01 'i( 
-- . - -- --- - -- ---- -------- - ---
Ga 294.364 
. -·- _J_ _p_!l_!!l ____ 1--- - -- -- ··-. -- ------- -- - --- - - - ----- -
K 766.488 0.01 1k 
- - --- -- -- --- - - ------ - - -- --- ---- - --
_____ --~-- __ ____ ±~·6IO _ _ _ _ ___ _!_pp_!!!__ __ 
Li 
__ _ 67_Q. 784 - _ __ __9_:l.EP_~----
- -- -- -· 
_ _ Mg ____ __ 2?9.Q]_?__ 0.01 'k 
·- ----
Mn 403.447 -_!__p_p_!!! ___ 
- - -- - --- ---·----- ------ -
Mo 202 .031 1 ppm 
- -- - --------
Na 588.995 0.0 I t;:r 
-- ---- ---· -------
Nb 319.497 1 ppm 
- ---- ---
Ni 231.605 !_ppm 
------ - - --- --
p 213.617 
_ ___ l__p~--
Pb 220.355 1 ppm 
r-
Sc 36I .383 0.1 ppm 
Sr 407.771 1 ppm 
Ti 307.864 I ppm 
v 310.231 1 ppm 
y 371.027 1 ppm 
Zn 213 .857 1 ppm 
Zr 343.822 I ppm 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: BLlA 
Depth Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe Mq Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm 
0-2 4 21 592 368 131 6 10 3.34 0 . 18 13 
2-4 3 18 565 419 158 ,.. 0 7 3.09 0 . 18 15 
4-6 4 2.6 471 350 . , ~ l .. .j 5 5 2.44 0 . 16 12 
6-9 4 :.a 476 344 109 5 6 2.44 0 . 18 15 
8-10 4 ' .. .. I 564 318 111 5 6 2.49 0.16 16 
: o-:2 4 , ..., 627 360 160 5 6 2.48 0.14 13 
- ' 
12-14 ' .. 20 6'Q ....._ 480 237 5 9 2.47 0 . 16 13 
14 - 16 ' 20 679 528 2 ,.., 5 9 2 . 54 0 . 16 13 ., o • 
16-18 4 20 66E 680 37 7 5 8 2 .66 0.15 12 
18-20 ' .;.o 585 745 594 5 7 2.61 0.14 13 ., 
20-22 . 2"7 739 2.;8 136 a 8 3.77 0.36 15 ., 
22-24 5 27 762 ll3 31 9 6 4.08 0 . 40 16 
24 - .:6 5 ~ ' j., "752 104 25 9 13 3 .90 0.37 15 
26 - 29 5 ~::. j.., 7 50 109 24 8 14 3 .83 0 .37 15 
28-30 . ..,..., 70-: 9-:' .., ' 8 8 3.88 0 .38 15 ., L. • '--
30-32 ... - 1 
-' - 765 lOB 21 9 10 4.28 0 .3 6 15 
1."" .... If . 27 680 C.'" 19 9 7 4.08 0.39 16 - ~-,j~ ., ~c: 
34-36 . 28 722 99 19 10 8 4 . 46 0.38 16 
36-38 5 ~, -... e ;::_g 93 :6 • 1 l- 7 4.46 0.39 15 
38-40 ~ 28 r-' M '- ~ 94 15 11 8 4.38 0.38 14 
40 -4 2 5 29 773 91 14 10 8 4.23 0.38 14 
42-44 4 27 7, ,.. 
-C 8' 13 9 8 3. 94 0.40 16 
44-46 5 28 771 138 14 9 8 4.25 0.39 15 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Depth Ti 
(em) ppm 
0-2 2087 
2-4 2560 
4-6 2S03 
6-8 2824 
8- 10 2240 
l0-12 254 : 
12 -1 4 2490 
14- 16 2407 
16-:9 225 3 
18 - 20 2l28 
20 - 22 
22 - 24 
3 1 1 ") 
-- "-
3289 
24-26 3l0l 
26-28 3105 
28 - 30 3105 
J ,J - 32 304 5 
32-34 3196 
34-3 6 3180 
36-38 3231 
38-4 0 3209 
40 - 42 3153 
42-44 3206 
44-46 3214 
v 
ppm 
55 
60 
52 
51 
54 
48 
48 
50 
48 
49 
78 
35 
85 
86 
82 
86 
86 
89 
89 
86 
86 
84 
88 
Be 
ppm 
1.5 
1.6 
1.4 
1. 4 
l.3 
1. 2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.3 
1 -
-. _, 
2 . 0 
2. 1 
2.0 
2 . 0 
2.0 
2 . l 
2.1 
2.: 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2.0 
2.1 
Core: BLlA 
Ca 
% 
0 . 58 
0.60 
0 .62 
0 .62 
0 .60 
0. :: ,' 
0. 61 
0 .58 
0.59 
0 .55 
0 . 74 
0.80 
0 .7 6 
0.77 
0 . 86 
0.83 
0.89 
0 . 87 
0 . 8 5 
0.83 
0 . 84 
0 . 85 
0 . 85 
Nb 
ppm 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
7 
8 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
.., 
I 
.., 
I 
7 
cu 
ppm 
82 
54 
5 3 
44 
55 
69 
95 
117 
143 
11 8 
41 
2 0 
25 
26 
:8 
25 
18 
19 
17 
20 
17 
19 
15 
Na 
% 
0.70 
0 . 80 
0 . 81 
0 .99 
0.82 
0 .63 
0 .65 
0 .64 
0 .62 
0 .55 
l. 25 
l. 45 
l. 31 
l. 30 
l. 49 
l. 34 
l. 53 
1. 43 
l. 45 
1. 42 
1. 37 
l. 50 
l. 37 
Zr 
ppm 
78 
101 
103 
112 
100 
86 
86 
81 
7 6 
74 
1 09 
116 
1 04 
1 0 3 
110 
106 
113 
111 
112 
113 
109 
1!..5 
1 09 
Dy 
ppm 
4 . 4 
4 . 4 
3.7 
3.6 
3.5 
3. 4 
3.6 
3.7 
3.3 
3.3 
4 .3 
4 . 6 
4 . 4 
4.5 
4 . 4 
4 .6 
4 .6 
4 . 8 
4 . 7 
4.5 
4. 5 
4. 4 
4.7 
Sc 
ppm 
5.3 
5.5 
4.9 
5.2 
5. 1 
4. 8 
5.0 
5.0 
4 . 8 
4.5 
7. 9 
9.0 
8.6 
8.6 
8.5 
8.6 
8.8 
8.9 
8.9 
8 . 7 
8.7 
8 . 7 
9 . 0 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core : BLlA 
Depth y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba* Li K 
(em) ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % 
0-2 28 2 .97 2229 48 27 77 329 3.9 0 . 68 
2-4 28 3 .22 2228 52 26 77 3 52 4 . 2 0 . 82 
4-6 2 3 2.91 2261 51 2 0 61 327 3. 7 0.80 
6-8 24 3.54 192 3 56 20 6 0 34 3 4 . 5 1. 05 
8 - 10 2 3 3.23 1919 53 21 66 297 4 . 3 0 . 85 
10 - 12 2 3 2 . 72 1987 47 21 58 259 3 . 9 0.65 
12 - 14 22 2.78 19 44 50 21 61 266 3 . 9 0 . 68 
14 - 16 2 3 2.78 1882 48 23 58 256 3. 8 0. 67 
16 - 18 22 2.7 3 18 92 48 21 54 25 1 3.7 0.65 
18 - 20 21 2.55 1794 45 20 59 229 3.1 0.58 
20-22 27 4.24 1188 82 26 72 306 7 . 5 1.11 
22 - 24 28 4.71 1058 91 27 80 318 7.3 1. 20 
24 - 26 27 4.55 1061 8 5 26 79 297 7 . 2 1. 08 
26 - 28 28 4 . 49 1077 85 26 77 298 6.6 1. 08 
28 - 30 27 4.75 10 17 90 26 71 329 6.8 1. 2 3 
30-32 28 4 . 54 113 6 84 27 80 293 6 . 8 1. 0 5 
32-34 28 4.84 1050 91 26 77 323 7 . 0 1. 2 3 
34- 3 6 29 4 . 77 1114 88 28 8 5 3 11 7 . 2 1.16 
36-38 29 4.69 1103 91 28 81 325 6 . 9 1. 18 
38- 4 0 28 4.67 1098 88 26 7 5 325 6 . 6 1.15 
40 - 42 28 4 . 68 10 8 4 87 26 76 315 6 . 8 1.13 
42 - 4 4 28 4.77 1020 90 25 79 323 7 . 0 1. 2 3 
44-46 29 4 . 72 1106 88 27 83 309 7. 1 1.1 3 
* HC1/HF/HC104 diqestion incomplete for barite 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core : BLlB 
Depth Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe Mq Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' 
% ppm 
0 - 2 ' 20 601 374 12 7 6 9 3.42 0. 17 15 .. 
..., . 
'- -., 4 19 55 7 ~09 155 5 6 3.16 0. 18 16 
4-6 3 17 462 362 113 5 6 2 . 42 0.17 12 
6-8 , 18 480 361 114 6 6 2 . 39 0 . 18 16 .. 
8 - 10 ~ .. 17 561 315 11 0 5 7 2 . 50 0 . 17 16 
10-:2 ~ 18 "" 1 < 374 155 5 ,.. 2 . 48 0 . 15 1 4 ., o~~ 0 
12-14 4 19 65 7 490 242 6 8 2 . 48 0 . 15 13 
14-16 5 21 6 9 0 545 287 5 9 2 .5 5 0 . 16 12 
16-18 4 2 0 674 697 395 5 7 2 . 72 0 . 16 12 
18-20 4 17 602 7 61 604 6 8 2.69 0 . 15 14 
20- 2 2 5 .28 79 8 2 ' ' , ., 108 6 8 3 . 57 0.38 14 
22-24 4 29 763 109 27 9 9 4 . 21 0.39 16 
24 - 26 5 35 7 4 7 10 7 2 5 9 12 4.00 0.38 1 4 
26 - 2 8 5 37 736 1 09 21 8 14 3 . 87 0.36 15 
28-30 4 29 713 101 19 9 9 3 . 93 0.36 16 
30-32 5 32 747 112 20 11 10 4. 1 9 0 . 40 16 
32 - 34 5 --~ L I 682 95 18 10 8 4.24 0.39 16 
34 - 36 5 2 7 7 11 93 1 E 1 , ~J. 7 4.50 0.38 15 
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Lake Sedi..uent Geochemical Core Data - Total Eleaental Analysis 
Core : BLlB 
Depth Ti v Be Ca Nb Cu Na Zr Dy Sc 
(em) ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm 
0-2 2107 57 1 /" _.o 0.60 7 77 0.75 81 4 . 1 5.7 
2-4 2560 59 l. 6 0 . 61 .., 58 0.82 97 4 . 5 5.4 
4-6 2578 54 1.4 0. 62 ' 55 0.82 104 3 . 9 5.1 
6-8 2813 52 1.5 0.62 47 l . Ol 116 3.5 5 . 2 
8-10 2848 55 1.2 0 . 62 8 55 0.82 93 3 . 5 5 . 2 
10-12 2622 50 1.2 0. 58 .., ..,., ' ..... 0.67 85 3 . 6 4. 9 
12 - 14 2507 5l l.3 0.61 7 97 0 . 68 83 3 . 5 4. 9 
14 - 16 2441 ,;s l.4 0 . 60 6 102 0.65 83 3 . 1 5 . 0 
!6- 18 2315 50 1.4 0 . 59 6 148 0 . 59 71 3 . 2 4. 9 
18 - 20 2081 ~9 1.4 0 . 55 6 123 0 .55 69 3. 4 4 . 7 
20-22 315.2 32 2. l 0 . 69 e 37 l. 29 117 4. 4 8.2 
22-24 3274 87 2.0 0.79 8 .,-.... L. l. 50 112 4. 6 8 . 8 
24 - 26 3127 88 2 . 0 0 . 80 -; 25 l. 45 100 4. 7 8. 8 
26-28 3098 86 2. l 0.81 ' 27 1.31 102 4 . 6 8. 6 
28-30 3107 85 2. l o.es 8 23 l. 42 109 4 . 6 8. 5 
30-32 3087 89 2.2 0.85 7 ., ... .t.O l. 30 111 4 . 7 8.7 
32-34 3230 89 2. l 0.8 7 7 20 l. 43 113 4. 6 8 . 9 
34-36 3.217 91 2.0 0.87 7 19 l. 48 113 4 . 6 8 . 8 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core : BLlB 
Depth y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba* Li It 
(em) ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % 
0-2 30 3 . 02 2209 50 30 771. 347 4 .1 0 . 70 
2- 4 29 3 . 17 2230 50 25 77 362 4 . 3 0 . 80 
4- 6 24 3 . 01 2251 52 22 64 347 3 . 9 0 . 82 
E- 8 ..,.., L.L 3 . 47 2007 57 19 59 343 4. 5 0.99 
8-10 23 3.20 1908 - -, ;:,. 2'J ,...., o.._ 321 4 . 5 0.92 
lD - 12 23 2.68 1973 51 20 62 270 4. 0 0.65 
12 - 14 23 "' '":l L . C- 1950 C:."' ..;L 22 61 272 3.9 0.69 
14 - 16 ..,. L.- 2 . 74 1902 48 24 61 255 3.8 0 .69 
16-18 22 2 . 70 1907 49 20 57 230 3 . 8 0 . 64 
:.3 - 20 ..,.., .;.._ 2.62 ~942 49 19 57 238 3.2 0 . 61 
20 - 22 -.-..;.'j ' 1 ~ .. ., ~ ,.... ~ . - ... l.l."t:J 85 28 75 287 7 . 4 1. 14 
22-24 "'C. L- 4 . 64 1027 90 28 - c. I- 321 7.2 1. 18 
24 - 26 27 4 . 52 1046 85 ..,~ '- I 79 312 7.2 1.12 
26 - 28 '"lC. .__ 4 . 5S 1052 BE 26 74 307 6.9 1.11 
29 - 30 22 4. 54 l 021 86 26 75 301 6 . 7 . ...,..., l . L I 
30-32 29 4 . 69 1117 66 27 81 308 6 . 9 1.10 
~2 - 34 29 4.61 1083 90 26 82 337 7 . 2 1. 23 
34-36 28 4 . 80 ll32 89 28 eo 316 7 .1 1. 20 
* HC1/HF/ HC104 d.igestion i ncomplete for bari te 
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Lake Sediment Geoch&JIUcal Core Data 
-
Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: RILlA 
Depth Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe M9 Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm 
0-2 51 39 593 1961 2194 13 14 10.33 0.62 15 
2- 4 45 2'"7 410 5740 2 314 6 8 7.12 0 . 63 16 
" ~ ..,-o 33 26 391 5230 1750 7 9 6. 22 0 . 65 16 
6-8 .., , "-- 33 439 5745 2096 9 ' .., ...... 5.89 0 . 71 16 
q , .• ..,. 3! 419 10 301 2 , • a 7 , (') 4. 92 0 . 8 3 21 --!.v ..:..!. ... l~ .<. v 
10 -:. 2 .., ~ - I 31 336 1224 7 l697 5 9 4. 54 0 . 82 22 
12-14 36 31 303 10991 2038 5 8 5.35 0. 88 21 
14-16 46 32 276 8334 as4 c:. 8 7. 07 0 . 87 23 
-' 
16-18 44 44 30 5 11 556 1899 4 8 7.25 0.81 27 
:i.S - .:::0 c:_-, ~ · --"t I 336 11068 2830 5 9 8.1 0 0 . 7 3 27 
2 0 -22 ~ . ::: .. 30 400 12502 2993 6 :o 7 .55 0.64 24 
?""' ..,, 
4-L..-.-~ 29 30 493 8890 183 3 8 13 5.66 0.60 24 
24-26 l O " " .... -4 0 386 151 17 21 5.62 0 . 81 18 
2E-28 6 1' "t.;. 382 lEO 44 17 '~ l J 6.78 0 . 70 17 
28 - 30 ..., 30 991 , ""! ";' 23 15 11 9.35 0.47 15 -4. · 
30-32 - 33 lG 43 136 18 17 14 8 .3 1 0 . 53 17 
32 -34 6 33 10 54 140 17 16 12 8 . 48 0.51 17 
34-36 6 -c:. j_, 1109 142 17 15 14 7.12 0.53 16 
36-38 s 2""7 ......... ..-~.!.CO 136 , ..., 
- I 16 . " lv 10 .8 0 0 . 44 16 
lll 
Appendi.x C 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemen tal Anal ysis 
Depth Ti 
(em) ppm 
0-2 2218 
2-4 :!.904 
4-6 2 143 
6-8 2402 
8-10 2240 
10-12 1768 
12-14 1470 
14 - 16 1259 
16-18 1342 
18-20 1452 
20-22 1650 
22-24 2230 
24-2E 3734 
26-28 3245 
28-30 2586 
30-32 28 32 
32-34 2651 
34-36 2925 
36-38 2565 
Core : RILlA 
v Be Ca 
ppm ppm % 
80 1.3 0 . 48 
68 0 . 9 0.35 
68 1.0 0.42 
1/ 1.1 D.49 
80 
'3 
"7 o . 
60 
65 
37 
105 
lCO 
32 
89 
89 
8l 
0.9 0 . 4 0 
0.6 8.28 
0.5 0.20 
0.5 0.18 
0 . 5 0 .19 
0 . 6 C. 22 
·0 . 6 0 . 30 
0.9 0 .34 
1.8 0.61 
2 . 0 0.60 
2 . 1 0 .63 
2 . 3 0.64 
2 . 4 0.64 
2.4 0 . 66 
2 . 3 0 . 60 
Nb 
ppm 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
i 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
5 
Cu Na 
ppm % 
502 0 . 78 
857 0.70 
820 0 . 87 
859 0.96 
826 0 . 78 
763 0 . 60 
891 0.39 
Zr 
ppm 
67 
66 
75 
81 
69 
57 
46 
952 0 .3 0 50 
l374 0 .3 1 51 
1893 0.33 48 
4270 0 .38 47 
2532 0 . 59 57 
73 1 . 24 100 
41 1.12 91 
2 7 1.13 87 
30 1.25 92 
29 1.25 96 
32 1.23 97 
22 1.14 89 
Dy 
ppm 
3 . 4 
2 . 5 
2.6 
2 . 8 
2.3 
2 . 2 
1.6 
1.3 
1.3 
1.6 
1.7 
2 . 4 
4 . 3 
5 . 2 
6.5 
5 . 5 
5 . 5 
6 . 0 
6. 1 
Sc 
ppm 
9.9 
7 . 6 
8 . 0 
9.4 
9.4 
8 . 2 
6.9 
5.2 
5 . 4 
5.8 
6. 3 
8.7 
13. 6 
12.2 
8 . 9 
9.8 
9 . 6 
9.9 
8. 5 
Appendix C 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Depth 
(em) 
0-2 
6- 8 
2-10 
... !'"'\ ., ...., 
.!.. '..J - .!..~ 
12-14 
H - l6 
16-18 
_e-2 'J 
2.2-24 
24 - 26 
26 - 28 
28-30 
30-32 
32-34 
34-36 
36 -3 8 
y 
ppm 
.., 1 
L.-
18 
:.3 
1 .~. 
- ·~ 
10 
' '"\ 
.Lv 
30 
32 
33 
35 
30 
Al 
% 
4 . 22 
3 . 63 
4.00 
4 . 35 
3.8Q 
.; . 4 ! 
- ··c j. C~ 
4.06 
3.70 
3.2l 
3.79 
6.13 
5 . 53 
4 . c3 
5 . 11 
- 1 c:. 
:::> . ....... 
5.l9 
4 . 63 
Mn 
ppm 
48 94 
:.693 
1057 
10l5 
878 
823 
902 
952 
1086 
1473 
2052 
2895 
4876 
10701 
2799C 
6162 
5906 
~ ,- .... .., 
oo j~ 
20691 
Core: RILlA 
Sr 
ppm 
344 
507 
441 
371 
440 
482 
60 5 
643 
653 
491 
452 
455 
-:'3 
68 
67 
68 
61 
La 
ppm 
17 
9 
9 
12 
lO 
7 
6 
5 
4 
5 
6 
8 
24 
..,.., 
L. i 
26 
28 
29 
32 
28 
Ce 
ppm 
52 
32 
35 
36 
29 
27 
15 
15 
28 
22 
37 
71 
- .... I I 
89 
96 
97 
112 
99 
sa• 
ppm 
264 
128 
164 
179 
150 
136 
136 
18 5 
122 
107 
90 
156 
800 
1388 
880 
782 
716 
673 
632 
* BC1/BF/BC104 diqestion incomplete for barite 
Li 
ppm 
12.5 
10.2 
9.6 
10 . 7 
ll. l 
ll. 1 
10 .5 
12.0 
:i. 2 . 3 
12.3 
10.3 
11.9 
16.7 
14 . 4 
9.6 
10 . 2 
10.4 
10 . 3 
8 . 9 
It 
% 
0.86 
0.91 
1. 04 
l. 11 
1. 14 
l. 08 
0 . 93 
0 . 98 
l. 05 
0 . 88 
0.67 
0 . 75 
1. 28 
l. 13 
0 . 98 
1. 12 
1. 11 
1. 10 
1. 02 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Anal ysis 
Core: RILlB 
Depth Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe Mq Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' ' 
ppm 
0- 2 54 42 612 1894 2147 15 14 9.97 0.60 16 
2 - 4 49 ...,-~ I 420 5776 2402 8 9 7.40 0 . 62 16 
4- 6 "'~ ~::. 401 518 5 1782 7 9 6 . 22 0 . 64 17 .t.": o...; 
.• ... 20 3l 447 5722 2104 9 11 5.71 0 . 69 16 o - ~ 
s-:o 
--
39 422 10512 2117 8 12 5 . 01 0. 7 3 19 
10-1.2 -,~ "-::; 33 351 12403 1722 5 9 4.72 0.61 23 
.. ..... ~ ~ l~ - .!.'1: 35 31 29"7 11104 2056 4 7 5.25 0 . 83 22 
14 - 16 42 33 ...,-~ '-tjL 3407 18 7 1 5 8 7.25 0.89 23 
16 - 13 H 45 3' , l~ 11562 194 6 5 8 7.29 0 . 87 26 
., .... ...,!"'\ 
.!. 0 - L. t..J c;-_., ' -"tC 343 l1ll2 2903 4 9 7.99 0. 75 2 7 
2 0 -22 55 - r. 
-'v 
,...,-
"tL ! 12576 2985 5 8 7.33 0. 62 26 
22 - 24 32 3.: t; f"\ • ~ v o 8685 18 17 5 11 5.67 0 . 63 26 
24-26 '"' 39 '770 412 137 8 19 5.55 0.79 2 0 
26-28 .., I ' 6"75 1 - 1 42 16 15 7.0 0 0. 71 18 "t "t _:J.;. 
28-30 ,.., 39 l Cl3 133 21 , ., 
-'- ' 14 9.2 7 0 . 49 16 
30-32 -; 33 1062 139 17 17 12 8 . 54 0.52 17 
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Lake Sectiment Geochemical Core Data 
-
Total Elemental Analysis 
Core : RILlB 
Depth Ti v Be Ca Nb Cu Na Zr Oy Sc 
('2) ppm pplll ppm % ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm 
0-2 2260 79 ::!..4 0.49 4 487 0 . 76 63 3. 4 10 . 4 
2- 4 1934 -, I - 1.0 0.36 5 862 0.71 63 2.6 8. 0 
4- 6 2175 68 1.0 0.40 4 826 0.87 12 .2 . 6 8 . 0 
r ~ 
c-j 2383 '5 1.1 0.47 4 832 0 . 94 79 2 . 6 9.2 
8- l G 2301 -~ . ':j 1 •"\ • '..J 0 . 41 4 802 0 . 80 70 2 . 2 9.5 
10 - 12 l7"74 72 0 . 7 0 .30 3 778 0.60 57 2 . 0 8 . 2 
::.2-14 lC:.""> ~v.o:. 68 0. 6 0.21 ") 
"- 905 0.40 45 1 . 8 7.1 
l 4- l6 :::7 ,.., o .... 0 . 5 0 . 19 2 1007 0.32 49 1.4 5.4 
16-::.8 .. 1-, .... .!....J~ I r-, 0· 0 . 6 0 .20 2 1501 0.31 51 1.3 5 . 4 
lS - ~ 0 1456 "76 0.5 0.2 2 2 1976 0 . 33 47 l . 7 6 . 0 
20-22 1705 79 0 .6 0.30 4 4183 0.36 47 1.7 6.2 
22-24 ""'""' """~ ~..;;.~c 87 1.0 0.36 4 2612 0 . 63 49 2 . 6 9.4 
24-26 3EE8 102 2 . 0 0.60 7 57 ::!..20 95 C7 13 . 1 
26-28 31 "77 lOS 2 . l 0.60 7 36 1.18 94 5.3 12.3 
23-30 2674 87 2.4 0.64 6 32 1.13 91 6 . 2 9.4 
30-32 2351 89 2.3 0.64 7 30 l. 2 3 92 5.7 9.9 
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Appendix c 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: RILlB 
Depth y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba* Li It 
(em) ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % 
0-2 23 4 .32 5012 360 17 49 2 50 12 . 2 0 . 87 
2-4 17 3. 67 1715 487 10 34 141 10.5 0 . 90 
4-6 17 3 . 89 1047 447 11 37 172 10.0 1. OS 
6-8 18 4.42 998 37 5 12 35 174 10 . 5 1. 11 
8 - 10 16 4 . 2 1 856 458 10 30 148 11.2 1.13 
10-12 12 3.78 8 32 500 8 26 140 11.0 1. 11 
12 - 14 11 3. 4 5 891 611 6 14 140 10 . 9 0 . 95 
14- 16 10 3 . 70 962 637 5 20 175 11. 9 0.99 
16- 18 9 3 .99 10 57 6 56 5 16 127 12.4 1. 02 
18 - 20 10 3.74 1527 507 5 28 102 12.3 0 . 90 
20-22 11 3.31 2111 471 5 24 10 1 10 . 7 0. 71 
22-24 14 3 .97 2875 449 8 35 160 11 . 5 0.79 
24-26 27 5.95 50 19 108 25 74 702 16 . 2 1. 24 
26 - 28 30 5 . 57 11004 69 27 80 1256 13.9 1. 15 
28-30 30 4.60 27 563 67 29 92 883 10 . 1 1. 04 
30- 32 33 5.20 6405 68 31 96 756 10 . 5 1. 12 
* HC1/HF/HC104 digestion incomplete for barite 
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Appendi.x c 
Lake Sedi.ment Geochemical Core Data 
-
Total Elemental Anal ysis 
Core : IUL2A 
Depth Ho Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe Hq Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' ' 
ppm 
0-2 54 57 676 839 2050 23 25 8.05 0 . 81 15 
2-4 68 51 657 1598 2565 19 20 8.38 0 . 86 16 
4-6 12 59 626 2161 2607 20 22 6.44 0 . 99 18 
6-8 ' ..., 
.:. ' 61 571 6686 3669 11 :!. 5 5.20 1.10 25 
8- lO 21 54 458 8630 3850 8 13 4 . 34 l. 06 25 
l0-12 25 82 488 9732 4457 9 15 4 C. 1 1. OS 35 
12-14 ........ '-L 54 536 6743 2938 13 17 5.12 0 . 92 30 
14-16 a 60 729 838 185 21 25 6 . 75 0 . 97 19 
lEi-18 14 42 1310 440 232 18 15 11.49 0.56 17 
18-20 8 37 1352 277 96 20 17 8. 62 0 . 60 14 
20-22 • r. l. •..J 4:!. 1518 229 65 20 17 9.24 0 . 62 15 
22-24 7 36 1240 162 28 22 15 10 . 90 0.52 13 
24-26 7 35 1479 160 21 21 16 8.86 0 . 59 14 
26-28 7 -c. .)J 1524 155 19 24 17 10 . 54 0.51 13 
28-3 0 6 38 1614 156 19 21 16 9.69 0.53 13 
30-32 7 44 1699 154 19 25 19 8 . 83 0.57 13 
32-34 5 32 H05 169 19 24 17 9 . 17 0.55 14 
1 17 
Appendix c 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: RIL2A 
Depth Ti v Be Ca Nb Cu Na Zr Dy Sc 
(em) ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm 
0-2 2934 116 1. 5 0.68 4 225 0 . 92 64 5.2 14 . 4 
2- 4 3057 11 5 1.5 0. 66 4 314 1. 02 69 4 . 0 14.0 
4- 6 37 08 13 3 1.6 0 .6 6 5 325 1. 15 84 3 .6 16 .7 
6-8 283 4 119 1.2 0 . 51 4 761 0 . 90 77 3 . 2 13. 7 
8-10 2 373 106 0 . 9 0. 39 4 774 0.68 64 2 . 4 10 .9 
10 - 12 2566 117 0 . 9 0.40 4 986 0 . 64 69 2.5 10.8 
12 - 14 3070 131 1.0 0 .52 4 2112 0 . 85 66 2 . 7 13 . 1 
14- 16 380 9 128 1. 6 0 . 66 6 92 1.1 5 75 4 . 0 16 .6 
16- 18 228 3 97 2 . 2 0 . 55 3 92 0 .7 1 50 5 . 6 10. 1 
18 - 20 2 388 99 2. 3 0 . 60 4 66 0.77 53 6. 1 10. 5 
20 - 22 24 51 102 2.3 0.60 4 60 0.78 53 5 . 9 10 .9 
22 - 24 21 53 93 2. 3 0 .5 5 4 42 0 . 66 47 6 . 4 9. 3 
24 - 26 24 15 100 2 . 4 0 . 61 4 4 4 0. 76 52 5.9 10. 5 
26 - 28 2241 98 2 . 4 0 .5 7 3 42 0. 68 so 4.5 10 .0 
28- 30 2356 100 2 . 6 0.58 4 34 0.68 53 5 . 0 10.4 
30-32 2483 102 2 . 5 0.60 4 45 0.75 55 5 . 2 11.0 
32- 34 2 42 1 99 2 .5 0.60 4 47 0 . 74 54 5 . 0 10.7 
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Appendix c 
Lake Sedi.ment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: RIL2A 
Depth y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba* Li l!t 
(em) ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' 0- 2 2 3 5 .3 9 2972 8 20 5 22 59 1220 15.0 0. 92 
2- 4 2 3 5.38 69 05 326 22 56 808 15 . 6 0.99 
4- 6 24 6. 16 387 5 31 5 23 59 732 16 . 7 1. 21 
6- 8 20 5.67 2677 567 19 49 313 15 . 0 1. 42 
8-10 16 5 .34 22 37 69 1 15 42 213 14 . 5 1. 29 
10 - 12 15 5.83 2806 458 13 37 177 15.7 1. 45 
12 - 14 16 5.40 33 64 441 14 38 240 16.6 1. 08 
14 - 16 23 6.19 7326 113 23 58 1240 19 . 3 1. 07 
16-18 31 4 . 48 1385 5 107 29 86 741 10.6 0 . 62 
18 - 20 33 4 . 82 15494 77 32 97 1194 11. 1 0. 65 
20 - 22 32 4.83 127 58 70 32 92 1817 11. 1 0 . 65 
22 - 24 32 4. 41 20688 51 32 93 799 9. 3 0 .53 
2 4-26 33 4 . 86 105 32 56 33 100 665 10 .8 0 .62 
26 - 28 34 4. 51 23888 52 35 100 555 9 . 5 0 .57 
28 - 30 36 4.63 16534 53 37 111 537 9.9 0.58 
30-32 35 4 . 87 12203 56 37 108 490 10 . 3 0 .63 
32-34 35 4 . 81 15698 54 35 104 494 10 . 0 0. 63 
* HC1/HF/HC104 diqestion incomplete for barite 
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Appendix c 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: RIL2B 
Depth Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co Ni Fe Mq Ga 
(em) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' ' 
ppm 
0-2 57 59 692 802 2102 21 25 8 . 32 0. 79 15 
2-4 70 54 660 1627 2497 20 22 8 .61 0 .85 17 
4- 6 14 60 63 7 2220 2701 2 1 22 6. 32 1. 00 19 
6- 8 :!.9 60 ::. -~ 
- tl ; 6821 3840 12 14 5 . 03 1. 07 23 
8-10 2l 55 449 8 68 3 3912 7 15 4.51 l. 05 26 
l0 - 12 24 23 498 9575 4527 8 16 5.01 l. 05 34 
12 - 14 23 57 555 6894 3101 14 18 5 . 37 0. 90 31 
14 - 16 10 59 741 862 203 20 23 7 . 01 0 . 94 20 
16-19 15 39 1283 429 227 20 17 11.72 0.59 16 
19 - 20 a r 1359 287 101 21 17 8.95 0.60 14 
20 - 22 , , . ,... -.v 1-;92 ? ... , ~ 't..L 65 21 17 9. 4 5 0 . 60 15 
22 - 24 8 36 1'"'~""' --Ltl I 157 24 ., -~-' 17 10.67 0. 53 14 
24 - 26 i 36 1501 155 ..., , 22 16 8 . 8 8 0.60 14 <...J. 
26 - 26 i 39 152 5 154 19 21 15 10.21 0 . 52 14 
28-30 i 40 l624 160 20 23 17 10 . 01 0 . 52 13 
30 - 32 .., I 42 1668 157 20 23 18 9 . 12 0. 55 13 
32-34 6 34 1427 163 21 25 17 9 . 34 0 .55 14 
34-36 5 35 1482 154 19 24 18 8. 8 6 0.57 13 
36- 38 6 32 1406 160 19 23 17 9. 18 0 . 54 13 
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Appendix c 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core: IUL2B 
Depth Ti v Be Ca Nb Cu Na Zr Oy Sc 
(em) ppm ppm ppm 
' 
ppm ppm 
' 
ppm ppm ppm 
0-2 3002 112 1 . 6 0.68 4 236 0.97 65 5 .5 14 . 0 
2- 4 3111 117 1.6 0 . 66 4 297 1. 02 66 4. 1 13 . 9 
4- 6 3~ ... -o~r 132 1.6 0.65 4 322 1. 16 81 3.7 16.2 
6- 8 2898 124 1.1 0. 53 5 747 0 .88 79 3.4 13.9 
8-10 2403 106 l . O 0.40 4 780 0 . 65 62 2 . 5 11. 0 
l0-12 2562 115 l.O 0.41 4 953 0 . 66 67 2 .5 11. l 
12 - 14 2995 125 1.0 0 . 49 5 220 5 0.89 66 2.5 12.9 
14 - 16 3687 l30 1.5 0.65 4 107 1.12 72 3.9 16. 3 
16-18 2354 100 2 . 1 0 . 55 4 87 0. 74 52 5.2 10 .0 
18-20 2368 96 2. 4 0 . 59 4 65 0 . 78 54 6 . 2 10. 6 
20 - 22 2439 99 2 . 3 0.60 4 60 0.77 55 6 . 0 10.7 
22-24 2140 95 2 . 4 0 . 57 4 45 0.69 49 6. 6 9. 5 
24 - 26 2395 101 2 . 5 0.62 4 44 0 . 75 50 6 . 2 10. 6 
26-28 2227 100 2.5 0 . 57 5 41 0 . 70 52 4.7 10 . 5 
28-30 2346 103 2 . 6 0 . 59 4 37 0.68 55 5 . 1 10.6 
30 - 32 2457 l04 2.5 0.60 4 45 0 . 74 56 5.2 10 . 9 
32-34 2400 101 2.5 0.60 5 47 0 . 74 53 5 . 1 10. 7 
34 - 36 2437 99 2.4 0.59 4 45 0 . 70 54 4 . 9 10 . 5 
36- 38 2398 102 2.5 0.61 4 45 0.72 51 5 . 0 10 . 8 
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Appendix c 
Lake Sectiment Geochemical Core Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Core : RIL2B 
Depth y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba* Li It 
(em) ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % 
0-2 24 5.45 29056 198 22 60 124/ 15 . 5 0.90 
2- 4 24 5.41 "7205 3'<-1 _._. 22 56 836 15.7 0.99 
' ~ ""1-t: ..., ~ 
"'""' 
:. ~ ; .379"7 r' L • '?"' ~.:. 60 694 16.3 1.1 9 
6-3 22 5.59 2651 582 ...,, "'-- 50 321 15.5 l. 39 
s-:.c :!.9 5.42 2198 673 16 41 232 14.9 l. 31 
2.0 - 12 . -.!.~ 5.67 2902 460 1 "' 
-L 38 180 15.5 l. 47 
12-14 ' ' :;. ·'., _... "'1 ~ .3331 441 14 42 272 16.2 l. 05 
:!.4-:!.6 23 6.07 7464 :.os 21 61 1175 18.7 l. 04 
16-18 29 . - ~ "1.~0 1372? 105 31 90 693 10.9 0 . 64 
::-2 0 <"' ~j 4. 3 7 15604 76 33 99 1256 11.0 0.65 
2 0-22 33 4 . 92 13018 67 33 91 1?68 11.0 0 . 66 
22-24 34 4.51 20883 53 r L. 94 825 9.5 0 . 56 
24-26 33 4 . 95 12011 55 34 98 642 10.6 0.63 
26 - 28 33 4.5C 23400 52 34 100 535 9 . 6 0.57 
23-30 36 4.60 16.2 9 5 53 36 107 542 10 . 0 0.58 
30-32 -~ 4. 94 122 72 t:,- 37 111 507 10.2 0.61 .jC ~:::> 
32-34 35 4.78 2.6104 54 38 105 4 92 10.1 0 . 63 
34-36 34 ' ~ 1 "t.C- 14087 54 36 lO B 512 9.7 0.63 
36- 38 36 4. 81 1532/ 52 36 102 489 10.0 0.62 
* 
HC1 /HF/HC10 4 di.qe s tion incompl ete for barite 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 gm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Copper (Cu) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
---·---- -- · 
0-2 68 142 30 19 259 
2-4 107 122 61 25 315 
4-6 134 116 61 24 336 
6-8 398 214 142 19 774 
.. . --------- - - -
8-10 373 234 211 17 835 
- ---
10-12 428 261 281 17 988 
- - --- - ------. 
12-14 715 531 959 37 2242 
··--·----- --- ·--- - --- ---· --- · - - -----
14-16 46 43 42 7 138 
------- ··- -- -- ---------
16-18 13 40 9 24 86 
·-- ------------------ --
18-20 5 40 12 10 67 
-----·---- --- -
20-22 6 33 9 11 59 
--- ----
22-24 6 25 21 9 61 
·- ---- ---
24-26 6 36 6 9 57 
--------------- ----
26-28 6 32 I 8 47 
28-30 4 29 9 12 54 
- ---
30-32 2 23 3 9 37 
- ----
32-34 4 32 5 9 50 
t---· 
34-36 4 37 6 8 55 
-------
36-38 4 31 10 8 53 
Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 gm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Lead (Pb) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
0-2 366 1688 36 24 2114 
--
2-4 793 1568 30 22 2413 
4-6 1169 1519 34 18 2740 
6-8 1695 2092 26 70 3883 
------- · 
8-10 1841 2142 30 82 4095 
- - - ---
10-12 2070 2468 45 74 4657 
----~ -
12-14 1205 1819 46 69 3139 
- ----------- - -- --
14-16 64 148 2 4 219 
- ------- -
16-18 19 198 9 7 233 
-
18-20 3 102 4 1 111 
- ·- - ---
20-22 2 72 4 1 79 
- - · -
22-24 0 28 7 4 39 
. ---- -- --
24-26 1 31 0 2 34 
---------
26-28 0 29 0 0 29 1--- - --
28-30 0 25 4 2 32 
-- --
30-32 1 22 2 3 27 
-
32-34 2 30 1 1 34 
34-36 .., 32 0 0 35 ..... t--
36-38 1 23 1 1 27 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 gm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Zinc (Zn) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
r----· 
(em) 
0-2 317 173 275 88 852 
f--
2-4 603 249 698 130 1680 
- ---- ---- -
4-6 836 391 999 154. 2380 
-· 
6-8 1019 722 5063 203 7007 
- --
8-10 2160 691 6275 166 9292 
10-12 1189 597 7832 172 9791 
-- --
12-14 1014 802 4799 131 6747 
----- ------·--- -
14-16 269 158 430 42 899 
- -· 
16-18 121 70 115 83 389 
----- --- -- -· 
-
18-20 84 89 98 38 309 
- --- ·---- - - - -
20-22 97 73 52 42 264 
-- -- - --- - -
22-24 45 37 58 24 164 
-·-·- ------
24-26 67 38 39 27 170 
26-28 55 62 28 22 168 
28-30 58 58 34 24 175 
·- - -
30-32 57 63 24 23 167 
32-34 
r-
59 65 20 22 167 
34-36 50 52 32 25 158 
36-38 56 52 52 17 176 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 gm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Iron (Fe) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
0-2 653 45377 2311 32394 80736 
2-4 3723 37216 1262 41056 83257 
- ---· -·- -
4-6 3424 24865 855 30716 59860 
-- -
6-8 3718 23921 294 22664 50597 
8-10 4419 19646 1232 19256 44553 
----·-
10-12 4616 22679 2517 18573 48385 
- - ------ -
12-14 5685 19799 2973 23092 51549 
---· -- ---- -
14-16 4804 28516 1096 33862 68278 
16-18 4907 51627 3374 49831 109738 
----·-
18-20 3081 65201 3756 19701 91738 
- ---- -
20-22 3176 47105 6310 35727 92317 
22-24 3591 60128 4291 31402 99412 
··- ·--· -
24-26 2948 40852 6696 34915 85412 
26-28 3333 69474 4781 21872 99461 
28-30 3189 61460 5076 28129 97854 
30-32 3025 64670 3892 21558 93145 
32-34 3168 57797 5464 27155 93585 
34-36 2911 57980 4276 22144 87311 
36-38 3373 58402 3953 23524 89252 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 gm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Manganese (Mn) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
0-2 22775 2439 313 1114 26641 
2-4 5679 503 106 606 6894 
4-6 2852 226 49 390 3517 
6-8 2147 138 27 352 2664 
8-10 1917 114 30 295 2356 
f-· 
-
10-12 2176 139 32 252 2599 
t---· 
12-14 2561 180 51 311 3103 
--
14-16 5905 848 163 720 7636 
16-18 10936 1498 283 870 13587 
--- -- -
18-20 13011 2793 117 293 16213 
20-22 10253 874 267 626 12020 
.. 
22-24 14437 3999 212 551 19199 
24-26 9663 955 222 460 11301 
-
26-28 16617 4127 162 352 21259 
28-30 12554 1657 230 540 14981 
30-32 9643 1563 142 342 11690 
32-34 13206 1856 201 455 15718 
34-36 11657 2215 137 318 14327 
36-38 12475 1764 154 405 14798 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (0.5 qm Dry Sediment) 
Element: Calcium (Ca) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
-
0-2 1780 558 213 3858 6408 
-
2-4 991 576 267 4445 6279 
----- - - - -- --
4-6 853 612 258 4490 6213 
-
6-8 783 799 277 3351 5211 
f- - 8-10 722 482 155 2446 3805 
10-12 834 489 123 2471 3918 
---
--
12-14 893 490 82 3273 4739 
-- - ·- ·--- - -
f---- - 14-16 886 506 280 4594 6266 
16-18 1108 428 237 3836 5609 
18-20 1975 502 180 2999 5656 
--
20-22 1860 472 196 3357 5885 
22-24 1701 484 189 3262 5636 
- -
24-26 1968 496 194 3289 5947 
----- -
26-28 1984 512 201 2839 5535 
28-30 
r--
1820 453 228 3206 5707 
1------ 30-32 1855 463 242 3234 5794 
32-34 2095 484 178 3073 5830 
34-36 2044 497 198 3100 5839 
36-38 1902 494 229 3324 5950 
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Appendix D 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (1 cc Wet Sediment) 
Element: Copper (Cu) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
f----------- -
0-2 86 75 5 38 204 
1-------
-
2-4 69 113 26 49 257 
---- - ---
4-6 88 135 50 51 324 
6-8 387 301 172 32 892 
-
8-10 139 356 272 24 791 
. -- -- -- - ·- - -- ------
10-12 227 502 425 26 1180 
----- --- - - -- --------- - ------- ----
12-14 382 919 980 44 2325 
------- - - ·--- ----------
14-16 5 99 49 41 194 r----- ------
16-18 4 28 7 25 64 
------------ ----
18-20 16 24 0 21 61 
--
20-22 4 19 4 15 42 
-- ------ - . 
22-24 4 21 1 15 41 
-- - - ---
24-26 4 21 0 15 40 1------ -
26-28 8 18 0 15 41 
28-30 5 18 0 15 38 
--
30-32 5 16 1 15 37 
32-34 2 20 0 14 36 
--
34-36 3 16 I 16 36 
36-38 2 20 1 26: 49 
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Appendix 0 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (1 cc Wet sediment) 
Element: Lead (Pb) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
1--
(em) 
0-2 
'--
697 II72 I7 I9 I905 
2-4 1I87 1I78 I4 8 2387 
--- --- ---- - - - -
4-6 ~-------- ··-- · 1537 1382 2I 16 2956 
6-8 f------- ----- 1924 I762 15 6I 3762 
8-10 1604 2314 29 68 40I5 
·- - · 
10-12 2057 2698 45 67 4867 
-~----------- --
12-I4 1008 1570 4I 37 2656 
·- -- --- - - -------
14-I6 72 I90 4 4 270 
--- -- - ---- - - - ---
16-18 35 162 2 0 I98 
·- ------ --- - - - ----- - ----------
18-20 13 7I 2 I 87 
----- -
· ·-
20-22 12 57 0 0 69 
·- - -
22-24 9 20 0 0 29 
24-26 3 2I 0 2 26 
26-28 5 16 2 0 22 
- --- - - - -----
28-30 I 16 0 0 I7 
·- -
30-32 7 15 2 0 24 
32-34 1 I9 2 0 2I 
-
34-36 5 II I 2 19 
36-38 5 I8 I 2 26 
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Appendix 0 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (1 cc Wet sediment) 
Element: Zinc (Zn) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
~- -
0-2 524 184 50 206 964 
---·-
--
2-4 989 162 300 301 1752 
-----
4-6 1534 220 756 300 2810 
-----
6-8 1499 284 5637 232 7652 
-- - - --- -------- ---·--
8-10 2675 381 5685 185 8927 
·- - - - · - - ---- -- --·· · 
10-12 967 394 8399 368 10128 
- ------ - - --- -·- ---- ----- · 
12-14 1365 699 4279 185 6528 
- - ---- -------·· - -- - --
14-16 1807 290 434 146 2677 
-
16-18 94 33 24 96 247 
----- ---- ---- --
18-20 108 23 2 66 199 
-- --- -
20-22 76 14 4 47 141 
22-24 69 19 1 53 142 
-- --- --- ----- -
24-26 83 25 5 60 173 
-------- - -
26-28 89 23 2 50 164 
-----------
28-30 99 23 5 57 184 
- ----- ---
30-32 61 18 5 43 127 
- -- - - - -
32-34 84 18 2 45 149 
34-36 92 24 0 48 164 
--- ------- --
36-38 90 23 4 44 161 
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Appendix 0 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (1 cc Wet sediment) 
Element: Iron (Fe) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
0-2 12431 40075 0 37107 89613 
-
2-4 22396 13174 37 38674 74281 
4-6 22283 8480 85 35161 66009 
6-8 16114 7525 152 22781 . 46572 
--- -
8-10 18190 5351 1178 21652 46371 
~----· 
10-12 19738 7254 2036 21304 50332 
- ---- - -----
12-14 16623 8508 1509 22651 49292 
- -- ----
- -
-
14-16 r-- --··-- - - ·- ----29246 6546 331 38275 74398 
16-18 33708 15297 1185 49293 99483 
------- -
18-20 60327 22713 97 19327 102465 
20-22 31391 19448 1096 30337 82272 
22-24 67613 25509 67 19201 112390 
- ----- -
24-26 23544 17326 1071 36674 78615 
- · 
26-28 31940 19849 1852 35443 89084 
------- -
28-30 32782 20277 1166 37884 92109 
--
30-32 58664 21970 836 26377 107848 
- · 
r-· 
32-34 45526 18366 465 27738 92095 
34-36 47370 19027 712 28539 95648 
36-38 41834 20062 339 33982 96217 
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Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core: RIL2B (1 cc Wet sediment) 
Element: Manganese (Mn) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 ' Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
0-2 22960 939 154 1206· 25260 
f-- 2-4 4477 203 41 586. 5307 
4-6 3367 118 36 52i 4048 
6-8 1920 81 21 406 2428 
f------· 
8-10 2003 82 26 354: 2465 !--·-
10-12 2005 82 28 308: 2423 
- -
12-14 2327 100 23 306' 2756 
--------
14-16 4327 227 68 592· 5214 
- - -·- -
16-18 7049 364 120 703. 8236 
18-20 27541 2187 28. 228 : 29984 
----
20-22 7306 328 104 434 ' 8172 
-
22-24 18634 2576 31 292 21533 
- -
- -
24-26 9055 431 131 624' 10240 
- - -------
26-28 16251 723 197 935, 18106 
28-30 13658 592 146· 805 15200 
30-32 10816 516 58 437: 11826 
- -
32-34 13164. 475 73' 573 ; 14285 
34-36 11535: 435 60 448 ' 12478 
-
36-38 13135 428 80: 524' 14167 
I .... 
·'-' 
Appendix 0 
Lake Sediment Geochemical Data - Sequential Elemental Analysis 
Lake Sediment Core : RIL2B (1 cc Wet sediment) 
Element: Calcium (Ca) 
Sediment Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Total 
Interval (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
(em) 
- - - --- - -
0-2 1754 514 443 4325 7036 
2-4 847 531 432 5013 6823 
- - - --
4-6 770 554 414 4915 6653 
- --·-
6-8 747 854 313 3806 5720 
.. 
8-10 659 480 143 2931 4213 
--------- -
10-12 688 469 115 3085 4356 
----
12-14 831 495 85 3717 5128 
- -
14-16 753 483 400 4598 6234 
--- ------- - ·- - --
16-18 991 384 376 3951 5702 
-
18-20 2229 505 331 2886 5950 
20-22 1748 396 371 3387 5902 f-- -- -
22-24 1701 402 274 2850 5227 
- --·- · 
24-26 1876 446 394 3704 6419 
26-28 1864 471 366 3558 6258 
··- --·-
28-30 1765 456 370 3698 6289 
---- - - · 
30-32 1784 481 403 3696 6364 
32-34 1932 448 358 3110 5848 
34-36 1752 435 392 3846 6425 
t--· 
36-38 1834 468 318 3485 6105 
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Appencli.x E 
Quality Control/Quality A5suranee Data - 'l'otal El-ntal Analysis 
Lab Field Mo Cr p Zn Pb Co N:i Fe Mq 
Number Nl.Uiber ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % 
' 26200 6 2 BL1A1 41 6 4 20 6 7 9 528 263 5 9 2 .54 0. 16 
262 0 070 BL1A1416 4 18 6S2 511 2 47 5 8 2.4 5 0 .1 S 
262008 5 RILLZ\1012 27 3 1 3 3 6 12247 1697 5 9 4.S4 0 .82 
2620090 RIL1Al012 26 31 329 12 SS6 1666 5 8 4. 57 0 .8 0 
2 620106 RIL2A10 12 25 82 48 8 97 32 4457 9 1S 4 .9 1 1. OS 
2620 11 0 RI L2Al012 24 80 489 98 0 0 4698 9 14 4 .7 8 1. 04 
2620129 BL1B1820 4 17 602 761 604 6 8 2 . 69 0 . 15 
2620130 BL1B1820 4 18 611 768 611 6 8 2.6S O. lS 
2620156 PILlBl416 42 3 3 282 8407 1871 5 8 7.2S 0. 89 
26201'70 RIL1B1416 40 ,., ~ .. ., .., -"- ! 0 8378 1884 5 8 7 . 09 0 .8 7 
2620189 RIL2B6-8 19 60 5 67 6821 3840 12 14 5 .03 1. 07 
2620190 ?.IL296-8 20 58 S"7S 6784 3872 11 15 4 . 9 3 1. OS 
* L!tSD-1 10 31 698 331 82 11 16 2.8 1.04 
2620060 LKSD-1 9 24 681 324 81 12 1S 2 .8S 0.99 
2620140 LKSD-1 10 2S 6 92 328 83 ll 1S 2. 8 2 1. 01 
* LKSD-2 <5 57 1222 209 44 17 26 4.3 1 . 01 
2620080 LKS D- 2 <l 47 1285 202 41 19 2 3 4. 30 0.99 
2620160 LKSD- 2 <1 49 1268 205 43 19 24 4 .32 1. 00 
* L!tSD-3 <5 87 1091 152 29 30 47 4.0 1.20 
2620100 LKSD- 3 <l 72 10 S6 14 5 30 34 46 4 . 17 1.14 
2620l80 LKS C- 3 <1 74 10S2 147 29 32 46 4.14 1.17 
* L!tSD-4 <5 33 1440 194 91 11 3 1 2.8 0 . 56 
2620120 LKS D- 4 .., 28 1423 191 94 13 31 3 . 05 0 . 50 4 
* (Certified Reference Material) 
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Appendix E 
Quality Control/Quality Assurance Data 
-
Total El-ntal Ana.lysis 
Lab Ga Ti v Be Ca Nb Cu Na Zr Dy 
Number ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' 
ppm ppm 
' 
ppm ppm 
2620062 l3 2407 50 1.4 0 . 58 6 117 0.64 81 3.7 
2620070 14 2326 47 1.3 0 . 60 6 114 0 . 66 79 3 . 6 
2620085 22 1768 73 0.6 0.28 3 763 0 . 60 57 2 . 2 
2620090 23 17 1 8 7 3 O. i 0 . 28 3 764 0.60 58 2 . 1 
2620106 <C. ~-' 2566 117 0 . 9 0.40 4 986 0.64 69 2 . 5 
26202.10 33 24"74 . . ' .~. ..... 0 . 9 0.40 4 987 0.64 68 2 . 4 
2620129 .. .:. .. 208"7 49 l. 4 0 . 55 6 123 0.55 69 3 . 4 
2620130 '" ..... 2036 
, .., 
"1 1 :. . 3 0.56 6 120 0 . 55 71 3 . 4 
2620156 23 , .,-r..., 6"' 0.5 0.19 .., 1007 0 . 32 49 1.4 - ~ I I ,;. ,;. 
2620170 ........ 12 59 60 0 . 6 0 . 19 2 1002 0 . 32 50 1. 5 L.L. 
2620189 .... ~ ,;. .) 2898 12 4 1.1 0 . 53 5 747 0.88 .,~ 
· '=' 
3.4 
2620190 23 2940 12l ' 1 0.54 r -,~~ 0 . 86 80 3 . 4 .l. .- 'J l::l::l 
LltSD-1 10 3010 so 1.1 7.7 7 44 1.48 134 3.4 
2620060 13 3003 52 0 . 8 7.87 6 45 l. 47 40 3 . 1 
2620140 12 3008 51 0 . 9 7.82 6 45 1. 48 42 3 . 2 
LltSD-2 18 3460 77 2 . 5 1.6 8 37 1.43 254 7. 3 
2620080 18 3301 78 1.7 1.43 9 40 1. 37 99 5.9 
2620160 18 3337 77 1.8 1. 4 5 8 39 1. 38 102 6 . 0 
LltSD-3 17 3330 82 1.9 1.6 8 35 1.72 1 78 4 .9 
2620100 19 3245 8 3 1.6 1. 53 9 37 1. 61 94 4 . 2 
2620180 18 32"74 81 1.7 1. 53 9 36 1. 64 92 4.3 
LltSD-4 12 2270 49 1.0 1.3 9 3 1 0.54 1 05 3 . 7 
2620 120 10 1994 49 0.8 1. 15 4 34 0 . 53 36 3. 3 
* (Certified Reference Material) 
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Appendix E 
Quality Control/Quality Assurance Data - Total Elemental Analysis 
Lab Sc y Al Mn Sr La Ce Ba Li It 
Number ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
' 2 6200 62 5 .0 2 3 2.78 1882 48 23 58 256 3 . 8 0 . 67 
2620070 5. 0 22 2.73 188 3 47 21 59 251 3 .9 0.65 
2620085 8 . 2 13 3.80 823 482 7 27 136 11.1 1. 0 8 
2620090 8 . 3 13 3 . 76 822 508 7 25 137 11.0 1. 07 
2 620106 10 . 8 15 5 . 83 2806 458 13 37 177 15.7 1. 45 
2620110 10 . 5 15 5 . 94 26 38 421 14 32 18 5 1 6 . 3 1. 3 8 
2620129 4 . 7 22 2.62 1842 49 19 57 238 3 .2 0 . 61 
2620130 4.8 21 2.65 18 37 .n 20 58 243 3 .2 0 . 63 
2620156 5 . 4 10 3 .70 962 637 5 20 175 11.9 0.99 
2620170 t:; t:; ..Jo..J 10 3 . 72 949 618 5 20 186 11.8 1. 01 
2620189 13.9 22 5 . 58 2651 582 21 50 32 1 15 . 5 1. 3 9 
2620190 13 . 7 22 5 . 67 2719 601 22 48 307 15 . 8 1. 43 
IJtSD- 1 9 19 4 . 1 700 250 16 27 430 7 0 . 95 
2620060 8 . 0 20 3 . 97 743 270 18 3 3 429 7 . 2 0 . 97 
262 0 140 8 . 2 2C 4 . 01 727 265 17 31 428 7. 1 0.96 
IJtSD- 2 13 44 6.5 2020 220 68 108 780 20 2.19 
262008 0 . '"' ~ 
.!.'- · -' 38 6 . 04 2200 236 66 117 769 21.5 2.22 
2620160 12 . 5 39 6 . 10 2184 232 68 115 774 21. 3 2.20 
IJtSD-3 13 30 6 . 6 1440 240 52 90 680 25 1.84 
2620100 12 . 2 26 6 . 27 1593 252 51 93 686 28 . 0 1. 89 
2o52018C l2 . 3 27 6 . 31 1571 249 52 91 684 27.7 1. 85 
IJtSD-4 7 23 3.1 500 110 26 48 330 12 0.68 
2620120 7 . 5 22 2 . 92 618 133 28 52 353 12 . 7 0 . 64 
.. (Certifi ed Reference Material) 


